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4900 Marines
Begin Leaving
Viet Today

Heard
Seen&--Around
Murray

Fall Festival At
Calloway High To
Be On October 17--

Girl Scout
Fund DiiVe Opens Today

MHS Students
Do Well At
Speech Meet

Mrs. Walker
WEATHER REPORT Dies Today

Mrs. Parker
Passes Away

Country Music Show
To Be Saturday At
The Faxon School

J. C. Cavitt To
Be Returned Here

Robbery Is
Reported At
Hardin Store

Joe Keeslar Gives
Demonstration For
Seventh Grade

Minority View On Payroll
Tax Is Reviewed By Moyer

ei
O

Fire Season
Starts Today

Four MSU Faculty
Members To Present
Recital Thursday

Two Injured
In Accident
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Coast Guard
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PUBLISHED by LEDGER A TIMES PUBLISHLNG COMMIE!,
Inc., Oanao&baton of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and
The TUnee-Herald, October 20, 1428, and the West Kentuckian,
January 1. 1942.
113 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42E71
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which. in our opinion, are not for the WA
Interest of our readers.

All interested high school
seniors are uraed to see their
Guidance Counselor for further
information regarding the Coast
Guard Academy and a reward
lag career serving their fellow
man and their country.

By DJ
UPI

Each year at this time the
U. S. Coast Guard Academy
offers eligible young men the
opportunity to compete on a
nationwide basis for an appointment to the Academy and a future career as a Commissioiied
Officer in the United States ,
Cone Guard. The Academy is
unique in that it alone of the
Fedeng Academies has no congressional appointments or geographical quotas to fulfill.
Each candidate is selected on
his own merits.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1501
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Mute & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y,
Stephenaon Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for trainamiasion as
Second Class Matter
SUBSCIPTION RATES By Carrier in Murray, per week 350, per
Month 91.53. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.90;
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $8.00.
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a, Community is the
Integrity ef its Newspaper"

MURRAY..
Darken ,
.IIIPai 'THEATRE;

4
*ENDS TONITE*

Bounce,
"The Big

ix
.v. II:
* Thur.-Fri.t.
low

WEDNESDAY - OCTOBER 1, 1969

The Coast Guard is the Nation's oldest seagoing military
service. While maintaining its
status as a member of the Armed Forces it performs vital
peacetime activities dedicated
to preservation of life and property at sea and upon the navigable waters of the United
States. Justifiably it has-earned the title of Active Peacetime
Service.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Over $7,150.00 was raised last night at a mass meeting held at
the Murray City Hall to apply to the City-County share of the new
$120,000.00 airport. The airport board also has $8,200.00 contributed by the Junior Chamber of Commerce. The city and county
must raise $30,000.00 in order to qualify for state and federal
funds,
Elmer Tucker, age 72, and Clarence E. Luter, age 89, are the
deaths reported today.
James Mason Churchill graduated yesterday from the John A.
Gupton School of Mortuary Science, Nashville, Tenn.
The TVA will locate its one hundred million dollars steam
plant at Paradise, Ky., on the west bank of the Green River
in Muhlenberg County. Local city and county officials had worked
hard to get the plant located in Calloway County,

It's Not What You Think - This is a sorghum mill
operation and the picture was taken about 1910. From left
to right are Nay Herndon, Harlon Calhoun, Will Calhoun, W.
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
S. Calhoun, J. Matt Calhoun, George Francis (owner of the
mill, Roy Calhoun, James Calhoun, and B. C. Bridge. This
scene was taken in Trigg County and the site is now covered by Barkley Lake. The picture was taken on the W. S
LONDON - Lord George Henry Hall, head of Britain's new
Calhoun farm, and was brought to the Ledger and Times profit-making postal corporation, as the operation, similar to
by Lacey Carr, grandson of W. S. Calhoun. Mr. Cares mo- one proposed for the United States, got ready for its first thy of
ther, Mrs. Emma Carr lives here in Murray at 520 South business:
Seventh Street.
"Excitement lies ahead There is room for everyone worth
concern for customers will be our first priority 2,S
his salt,
But God commendeth his love toward us, in that, while we were
challenge of the future with speed and efficiency.
meet
the
we
mail
regulations
carries
a
$10,yet sinners, Christ died for us. - Romans 5:8.
000
fine
for
a
violation.
What a blessed gamble when Christ took His Life and threw it
The
businessmen's strong
for a world redeemed,
stand against unsolicited credit
_
WASHINGTON --See. Fred R. Harris, D-Oklairtitt his continuing
card mailings comes despite the
fact• that many ndependent re- battle with the Nixon administration over the Presideat's effort
tailers are participating in bank to end the Vietnam War:
tarity tax on household help
"All I'm intending to do is to respond to the kind of anguish
creclit card plans. The Federk
Jaen yon ay $5L1 a anarter-laut.......F
estioni
tion's continuous field survey I'm Offing- from-terelltS."
divide it between two people?
shows that 35 percent of the
A - No, you are liable for
retailers make credit card sales
the tax only when you pay one
Mayor_ Carl B. Stokes, the only Negro mayor
Maas mailing ai credit cards and do 18 percent id their vol- - CLEVELAND person $50 or more cesh wages
In
the country_to his supporters after he beat
major
city
-a
coursfor
mass
appeal
for
the
nahas no
ume on them.
Q - re signed up
in a calendar quarter.
smashing victory in a Democratic primary,
opponent
in
a
out
an
business
Many small retailers find this
es in shorthand so I can get a Q - I'm buying U.S. Savings tion's independent
preferable to carrying accounts the first test in his attempt to win reelection:
secretarial job. Can I deduct Bonds to help pay for my son's owners.
"We have five long weeks to go, five long weeks of hard work;
The practice of mailing cre- themselves, and it gives them
this expense?
education. Can I arrange this
we
have made a great beginning and I want you to be here when we
pernot
dit
cards
does
to
"everybody
in
the
"easy
credit" to rival the big
A - Tax law
so that I don't have to pay tax
phone book", instead of only to stores' revolving credit plans finish what we started."
mit deductions for educational on the interest?
Nevertheless, four out of five
expenses which qualify you for
A - The interest earned on those who request them or those
"such
sums as
a new trade or business or en- a savings bond should be re- with good credit histories, is independents want to see Repre
COOL REACTION
may be
able you to meet the minimum ported by the owner of the frowned upon by the indepen- sentative Ottinger's bill became
necessary." The program prorequirements in your present band. If you purchase the dents, says the National Fed- law. Many unsolicited cards are
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
vides grants to state and local
lob. However, a deduction can barida . in Yalu nhild's name as eration of Incleipndent Business. lost or stolen which can resu4 NixOn administration has re- governments to health and,
This technique has been tssed in a person being billed for sponded cooly" tb a Dethcfcratfc =grant farm workers probbe taken if the course is requir- owner then any tax liability will
ed by your present employer to be his. Unless the interest earn- by banks in promoting their charges he did not incur on a proposal to extend the Migrant lems.
keep the job you have or to ed on the bonds and his other credit card plans and by some credit card he did not ask for Health Act for three years anch
and never received. A legal
maintain and improve the skills income amounts to $600 or Major oil companies.
boost its budget from $12.9
Credit never came so easy cloud hangs over such situa- million this year to $60 million
required on your present job. mare for the year, no return
tions.
Too easy, say critics of mass cre
For more details on educa- need be filed by him.
in fiscal 1973. Dr. Roger 0.
Banks claim more screening
tion expenses, send a post card
If you have your child elect ctit merchanchsing, including of
mail lists has reduced such Egeberg, assistant secretary of
to your District Director and to report the bond interest each Richard Cattinger of New York,
health, education and welfare,
ask for Publication 508, Tax year rather than wait until the who has introduced a bill to problems.
told a House subcommittee the
Fundamentally,
too, many
information on Educational Ex year they are cashed in, then prohibit entirely the mailing
of unsolicited credit cards. In businessmen believe that cre- administration favors a twopenses. The booklet is free.
your child should file a return
year extension and financing of
Q - I filed the card form showing this bond interest the dependent businessmeen poll- dit should be granted only tc
those
who
ask
for
it
ed
by
the
and
the
National
have
What
will
Federation
last
year.
1040A
first year you start the plan.
new tax form mean to some- No further return will be re- of Independent Business con demonstrated they will make ing of credit cards-which has
cur; 80 percent endorse this good on their obligations- Many increased consumer debt sharpMe like me?
quired until the child has $600
A - Unless your situation or mare income a year. Keep a action, which supports the posi- complain of the many "dead- ly-is reprehensible, in t his
has changed from what it was copy of this first return to show tion taken by the Nixon ad- beets", the problems of collect- view.
The Federation research staff
Last year, you will probably that an election has been made ministration, only 16 percent ing past-due accounts, and the
concludes that, whatever the
need only the one-page Form to report the interest on a year- object, and 4 percent have no ease of bankruptcy.
Some independents are alarm- individual businessmen
may
opinion.
1040. Over 30 million taxpay- ly basis.
In Kentucky, 78 percent fa- ed at the magnitude of consum- think about the "credit card
ers will be able to file just this
This transaction is a gift to
single page form and this to- your son. If you give more than vor the restriction, 17 percent er credit, nearly $100 billion in explosion" and the trend to a
tal includes most of the 19 mil- $3,000 to him during the year, are against it, and 5 percent are short-term debt, and fear pos- "cashless society", a huge masible economic collapse if on- jority firmly supports regulalion like yourself who filed the you have to file a Federal gift undecided.
The bill to amend the U. S. collectibles mounted. Mass mail- tion of credit card distribution
card form last year.
tax return.
Q - My son is working his
way through college. Will the
amount he earns affect our exemption for him?
A - The amount of his earnings will not affect the depend- By United Press International
ency exemption if he is under
19 at year end or a full-time
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 1,
student during five months of the 27th day of 1969 with 91 to
the year. However, the other follow.
dependency tests must continue
The moon is last quarter.
to be met.
The
morning
stars are
Your son's earnings used for Mercury, Venus and Saturn,
his support should be included
The evening stars are Mars
in total support in determining and Jupiter.
whether you provided over half
On this thy in history;
his support.
In 1885 the first special
Q - Can you take a deductdelivery mail service began for
ion for custom duties paid on
towns of at least 4,000 persons.
gifts bought in Europe'
In 1903 the first world series
A - No, custom duties arc
started in Boston. The Boston
not deductible.
Americans of the American
Q
Is there any Social SecLeague beat Pittsburgh in a
series that went eight games,
In 1908 Henry Ford introduced the model-T automobile.
In 1962 James Meredith
became the first Negro to
register at the University of
Mississippi.
--A thought for the thy:
Menander said, "We live, not
as we wish, but as we can."
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STARTS

TODAY
For 3 BIG WEEKS!

Whatever you hear about
Midnight Cowboy is true!

"A reeking masterpiece. It will kick you all
over town."
"So rough and vivid it's almost unbearable."
"A dazzling accomplishment."
"Performances equal to any award,with
quality overall that marks the masterpiece.
So extraordinarily good,it's hard to give
it adequate
"The virtuosity throughout is
"Infuriating,lacerating. A nasty but
unforgettable screen experience.".
"The hit of 1969. Erupts in volcanic popularity.
"John Schlesinger has made a great movie.
It will shock,delight,tickle,torment,repel,
warm and reduce you to tears. Hoffman,
Voight are both magnificent."_.,,.....,

ALMANAC

BEST POST OFFICE

REPLACES DUBCER - Joilef
Kempny I above I. a newcomer to Czechoslovak party
leadership. has been named
to replace Alexander Dubcek
head of the Czechoslovak
Communist Party

CHARLESTON, W. Va. (UPI)U.S.
Post
Office
at
the
Charleston was told Monday it
has been designated the best
out of 2,504 post offices in West
Virginia, Virginia, Maryland
and the District of Columbia.
Notice of the award, mailed
from the U.S. Post Office
Department at Washington, was
delivered to the Charleston Post
Office Monday.
The release date on the notice
was 6:30 p.m. the night before.

--YrR/001.1 SCOTT UPI

A JEROME HELLMAN JOHN SeHLESINGF:R PROD!'CTION

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
ON YONGIFIT
"MIDNIGHT COWBOY"
BRENDA VACCARO JOHN McGIVER RUTH WHITE SYLVfOf MILES
BARNARD HUGHES Slump* yr WALDO SALT Wmasi AA t lo,JAVV1111.1111411,1 INN
PA.
111011:041 WELLMAN tl5S.SAIA JUOIN WIDEN AGES
-IINERVIIODY'STALID)r mutb,SIMON
fmew* SWIM P.

SHAPED UP AND SHIPPING OUT-A tired Marine doesn't Walt to remove his shoes as his buddies are doing but "sacks out" fast
while awaiting transportation from Dong Ha to
Quang Tri, South Vietnam. The Leathernecks, members
of the Third Marine Division,
are slated to depart Vietnam Oct. 15.
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Rico Carty Should Be Cinch
For"Comeback Of The Year"
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test bats in baseball at a .343
clip.
"Although Rico's shoulder has
gone out four times over the
past few years, it has never
been operated on," Richards
said. "I don't know if we'll ever
operate.
It's a question of
whether the benefits of such an
operation would outweight the
dangers."
As Carty often says, shoulder
or no, he can hit!
Record at Bat
He hit .336 in 1962 at Yakima
and .327 in '63 at Austin before
moving up to the majors. His
first three full seasons with the
Braves he hit .330, .310 and
.326 for a combined average oi
.323.
Rico had a terrible season in
1967, hitting only .255, but one
wonders if he wasn't already
weakened by the tuberculosis
which was finally detected the
following spring. Certainly, the
way he has regained his touch
makes it obvious that you can
forget 1967 when discussing
Carty's hitting.
"Hitting always came easy
for me," Carty said.
A strong man who can hit for
distance, Carty, unlike many
sluggers, protects the plate
when faced with two strikes.
Once behind the pitcher, he
simply tries to punch the ball.
Richards was asked about the
general feeling that Carty was
a liability as a fielder.
Battles in Field

WEDNESDAY — OCTOBER

UK's Hackett Murray Freshmen
Named SEC Open With Triumph
Player, Week

Moody And Trevino
Morehead Coach Is Pleased Are
Favored In
With His Starting Backfield World Cup Tourney

Kansas City Tops Angels

SMALL COLLEGE
FOOTBALL RATINGS

ER

&

Murray and Richard Culler crashed over
State's freshmen football team from the four for the fourthscored an 18-14 opening-game
period TD.
By JIM ARCHAMBEAULT
triumph over Austin Peay here
Austin Peay's scoring came
ATLANTA (UPI) — Rico
Monday night.
LEXINGTON , Ky. UPI-Wilbur
Carty should be a cinch for the
The Racer frosh scored touch- off a 37-yard run by Herman
Hackett , Kentucky Wildcat out- downs
"Comeback
of
the year"
in each of the first, sec- Wallace in the second quarter
side linebacker . whose jarring
award.
ond and fourth quarters en and a three-yard run by Jim
caused
line
goal
the
at
tackle
Who could have come farroute to the triumph, but failed Cobia in the fourth. Kicker
SINGAPORE UPI — United St- a Mississippi fumble in the clos- on extra point
ther?
attempts after Steve Shie converted after each
Morehead State
University from Paris, filled in most of the atk:s Open champion Orville Moo- ing minutes of Kentucky's 10-9 upThis time last year, the
each tally. Austin Peay managed touchdown.
Head
Football
Coach
Jake
Hallbeen,
week,
has
last
victory
aet
Braves leftftelcler was just out
Marshall game for Rogan and ds. and Lee Trevino, winner of
0 7 0 7-14
Peas
urn smiled as he talked of his ba- tacked up 96 yards in 12 carries. the same American event 1n1968, named the Southeastern Confer- touchdowns in the second and Austin
6 6 0 II-111
Murray
of a tuberculosis sanitarium affourth quarters.
Murray—Bruce
Farris.
five run; kok
ckfield in last Saturday's 35-9
defensive player of the
ter having missed an entire
But Haitian, the eternal pess- ar, favored by some experts ence
failed.
Bruce
Farris
scored
Murray's
Pea,—Herman Wales, 37
Austin
whipping
of
Middle
Tennessee.
week.
to
win
the 17th World Cup golf
season of baseball.
imist, pushed last week's fine
Steve Shin kick.
The surprisingly-lopsided vic- showing to the background when tournament here beginning Thur. "I was very pleased with Ha- first TD with a five-yard run in run.
Murray—Farris. three run, paw
This spring an already quesopening
the
frame.
Farris
addfailed.
tory pushed the Eagles' season he discussed the Eagles' encountckett's performance," said Wildtionable right shoulder went out
Murray—Richard Culler. 4 run, pass
ed his second marker late in the
mark to 2-0 and 1-0 in the Ohio er with Murray this Saturday
on Rico twice.
Interest in the tournament is cat linebacker coach Ron Cain. first half on a
Austin
Peay—Jim Coble, three run.
three-yard run
Valley Conference.
"I honestly don't think Rico
Slue kick.
night at Murray. Coach Bill Fur- treiaendous since it will be held "He played inspired ball and I
Louis
RogOVC
All tailback
would be able to play this year
gerson's Racers were a pre- In Sotheast Asia for the first thought he showed great leaderan was healthy again and proved season pick for the OVC title. time. Top golfers from 45 coun- ship."
after his shoulder slipped on
It 'with two touchdowns on ll6
Head coach John Ray echoed
him again," said Braves gener"Murray has a strong, veteran tries will compete.
yards in 29 carries. He also ball club and we aren't going to Moody will be watched par- Cain's sentiments. "Hackett husal manager Paul Richards. "I
grabbed a pass for nine yards. by fooled by the Tech game," ticularly by Southeast Asian golf tles all the time," Ray said.
figured that the best we could
Reserve tailback Bill Cason Hallum said in reference to Mur- enthusiasts because he was a
"He showed great second and
hope for might be some occaturned in his second straight ray's 28-21 upset loss at the hands professional on golf courses for third effort. He's a good leader."
sional pinch hitting."
strong effort with a touchdown of Tennessee Tech last Saturday. the C. S. armed forces in Korea
First Negro Captain
Washington and Mike Epstein
But Carty, a 29-year-old DoBy MIKE QUANE
and 77 yards in 11 rushing attem- The Racers are 1-1 and 0-1 in the am.: Japan. His surprising vicThe five-foot nine, 185-pound
blasted a three-run homer to
minican who joined the Braves
UPI Sports Writer
ptslead the Senators' whipping of
OVC.
tory in the U. S. Open this year junior, who was voted unanimousin 1963, was determined he
Hallum's smile became a broly as the first negro captain in
Boston, a loss which cost the
"They have a good quarterba- was hailed in Asia.
would play.
Ed
Kirkpatrick
missed
hitting
ad grin with mention of the name ck, great receivers , a fast Nationalist China has two gre- Wildcat athletic history, figured
Red Sox a chance to tie Detroit
Not for Bench
of freshman wingback Jeff Per- backfield and a tough defense," at players in Hsieh Yung Yo and in 19 tackles during the Ole the rare "cycle" two games in for second place in the East.
"God didn't cure me of tubera
row,
and
all because of those
kins. The swift Somerset pro- Hallum reported.
Hsu Chi San. They both are Miss game.
Minnesota's Ted Uhlaender
culosis to sit on the bench,"
darn home runs.
duct
thrilled
Sports
the
Breathitt
play
late
fumble
the
key
On
promptsingled in the winning run with
familiar
course,
defense
The
Buldt
with
the
subject of
Rico said early in the season
City's
Kansas
September
Center crowd with a 57-yard ed Hallum to comment on his own having played there on the Asian in the game which stopped an
two out in the ninth after solo
while his status was still doubtpunt return and a flashy 34- defensive unit's effort in the golf circuit. Hsieh has won the Ole Miss drive on the Wildcat swinger had a triple, a singl homers earlier by George
ful.
and
two
six
homers
RBIs
for
yard pass play, both good for Middle Tennessee game.
overall Asian golf circuit prize three-yard4ine, Hackett said,"It Tuesday night's 8-5 victory ov
Mittervrald and rookie Jim Holt
Play he did.
touchdowns.
was Joe Federspiel and I both.
as the Twins rallied to squeak
"I was pleased with our secon- foul times.
Manager Luman Harris fell
California,
but
as
in
Sunday'
Senior quarterback Bill Mar-dary," he said. "They tighten- Japan with Haruo Yasauda and I just stuck my head in there game, a homer in his last at by Chicago. Reliever Jim Kaat
Rico's bat far offset his quesston
discouraged
second
guesswas credited with his 14th
ed up quite a bit from the Mar- Takaaki Kono and the Philippines and then I saw our man with
tionable fielding and weakened
ers with another strong passing shall game," The Blue Raiders wit Ben Arda and Eleuterion the ball. That's all I needed." bat kept him from getting each victory against 13 defeats for
throwing arm. As soon as Carty
type
of
hit
in
a
single
contest.
attack and the second total off- came up with only 125 yards Nivel should be among the leadThe modest Hackett, who was
and Dr. Harry Rogers, the
Kirkpatrick, who batted .343 the Twins,
ense record in as many weeks. on passes against the Eagles' ing ,ountries.
surprised at the honor given in
team physician, agreed t h e
September but still has only Sal Bando banged out five
He connected on 14 of 23 passes first team secondary. Other
Al Balding and George Knud- him, said he must rely on his a .256 average, needed a triple hits for Oakland, scoring once
shoulder was strong enough,
for 212 yards and the Perkins' yardage came against reserves. son of Canada will defend the quickness to offset his small
Harris put him back into the
in his last time up on Sunday, and knocking in three tallies, to
"Rico has improved tremend- TD.
Hallum didn't have to say any- crown which they captured last size for a linebacker.
lineup.
but cracked his second homer lead Oakland past Seattle and
Marston directed the Eagles thing about the defensive line led year in Rome.
Hackett played his high school
help Chuck Dobson to his 15th
Carty didn't let him down. ously," Richards replied. "At
of
the game instead.
to 463 yards total offense which by, tackle Dave Haverdick and
Australia's Peter Thomson, ball at Louisville's DuPont ManGoing into Tuesday night's cru- least now, when he goes for a
In
other
American
Leagu win against 13 losses.
cial game with Cincinnati, Car- fly ball, you have the feeling eclipsed the week-old remit of linebackers Harry (sugar Bear) five-tirn British Open champion, ual , led his team to lite state actions Detroit took Baltimore, The loss clinefted last Ace ein
394 yards set against Marshall Lyles and Bill Wamsley.
and Bill Dunk are thoroughly Triple-A title in his senior year 4-2, New York
ty was swinging one of the hot- that he'll catch it."
routed Cleve- the American League West for
in the opener. The touchdown
But, how about his arm?
and was named to nearly everyThe "Gold Berets" gave up familiaridth the course.
expansion Pilots, who
land,
8-2,
Washington
thrashed the
haven't seen many runners strike was Marston's fifth of the only 28_2rds on the ground,
body's All-State team.
dropped their 97th game, one
Boston,
Minnesota
nipped
esmaied
season
his
goring
and
take-lh extra -base orrbim,"
'--Leader-By -Example
Chicago, 4-3, and Oakland less than Cleveland in the
said Richards. "He gets to the total output of 1968.
Continuing his praise of HackEastern Division.
romped
over Seattle,8-4.
ball In. a hurry and that helps. "I think Bill proved his passing
ett, Coach Cain said, "he's a
Atlanta Clinches Title
After all, you don't see many against Marshall was no fluke,"
leader more in what he does
--111— the National League,
runners thrown out from the Hallum said of his veteran signal
than what he says. He shows
Atlanta clinched the Western
caller. "He's not injured this
outfield anyway."
a lot of pride and carries out
title with a 3-2 win over UMPIRES NAMED
Finally, the question was year and that makes all the diffhis assignment to the minute
Cincinnati, Philadelphia got
raised about what, if anything, erence in the World."
detail."
St. Louis, 4-3, Houston defeated
BOSTON (UPI)—An umpire
The
tag
"no
applied
injury"
winter
to
this
done
be
would
Cain
credited
with
Hackett
NEW YORK (UPI)-- The
Los Angeles, 6-3 and San team of Nestor Chylak, John
to
Rogan
in
the
Middle
Tennessshoulder.
Carty's
strengthen
making several other key tackUnited Press International top
ollege, Don McKillip, Adams
Francisco bested San Diego 6-1, Flaherty, John Rice, Ed Runge,
"The way that big fellow hits, ee game for the first time since
les, which included breaking thBy JOE CARNICELLI
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1. No. Dalt. St. (32) (3-0)344
Cally Gault, Presbyterian; Roy
victories and give Dick Drago r ies.
"Manning was surrounded by
249 away in ice until next spring." "He's mighty important to our small colleges.
2. Texas Add (2-0)
Kentucky; HaEastern
Kidd,
his
llth
win in 24 decisions.
ground game."
The Bison were named first rold _Wilkes, University of blockers," Cain recalled, "but Don Wert singled in
177 FUNERAL SERVICES
3. Humboldt St.(2-0)
two runs
just
"Bill
keeps
Cason
improvHackett
busted
through
to
get
Tuesday
cast
ballots
32
of
35
on
123
4. Alcorn A&M (2-0)
Tennessee, Chattanooga; Half
in the seventh to break a 2-2 tie
week,"
ing
Hallum
each
said.
him."
Internaby the United Press
110 NEW YORK (UPI)—
5. Troy•St.(2-0-1)
Self, Florence State.
for Detroit and spark the
Funeral
"It feels good to know he and tional Board of Coaches.
Despite previous comments as
90 services will be held Friday for
6. Fresno St.(2-0)
Southwest
Tigers to the win that clinched
Perkins will be with us for three
Texas A&I captured the No. 2
76 former fight promoter
7. Montana (3-0)
Bonnie Ellender, Arkansas to what makes Hackett a success- second place for them in the UNDERGOES
Al Bolan more seasons."
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football
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ful
;
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the
consecusecond
for
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71 who died Tuesday of
8. Ark. St. (1) (1-1)
Buffington,
American League East.
a heart
Cason, a red shirt freshman tive week with Humboldt State State U.; Wally
tenacious linebacker summed it
61 ailment.
Sy9. Delaware (1-1)
John
Christian;
Abilene
Thurmon Munson and Bobby
Bolan
co-promoted
LONDON (UPI)—Henry Coomoving up to third and Alcorn mank, Northern Arizona; Gil up best when he said, "I'm not Cox had three hits apiece for
60 three fights for
10. Indiana (Pa.)(2-0)
former world
per,
European
many
scared
things.
of
too
I'm
heavyweight
A&M
fourth.
Troy
taking
State
56 heavyweight champion
11. Adams State(2-0)
Stinke, Texas AL!; Howard
New York and Al Downing champion, was
Floyd
not afraid of anybody."
scheduled for
was ranked fifth and Fresno White, Eastern New Mexico.
51 Patterson.
12. Weber State (2-1)
helped his cause with a two-run knee surgery
Thursday. Cooper,
State sixth. Montana vaulted
46
13. Santa Clara (2-0)
single as the Yanks bombed who was
forced to cancel a
followed
ranking,
7
the
No.
into
40
14. East Tenn. State
Cleveland.
:
.,.,..4.4%.,,z..,
Downing
raised
his
,
,
,
Nov. 1 bout with WBA titlist
..withi,Cte3.K•29
49.O.Di2'
I,
4
by Arkansas State, Delaware
15. Abilene Christ.(3-0)
record to 7-5 with a six-hitter. Jimmy Ellis,
.,
George
will have a
Webster of the
4
and Indiana (Pa.).
i•
32 RCGTER CUT
16. Eastern Mich.(2-0)
Hits Triple
•
cartilage removed.
Houston Oilers was the AFL's Del
Five coaches from each of •• StaitaintilL
31
17. N.M. Minds.(1-0-1)
Unser
cracked
a
tieDILLAR OR DOLLAR
.,
rookie of the year in 1967. breaking
the seven geographical areas of •23
18. East. Kentucky (1-1)
bases-loaded triple for
',.
BOWLING STANDINGS
BROOKVILLE, N.Y. (UP!)—
UPI
the
comprise
nation
the
e.akodockrt•P•aa.,-..sou,e-z•-z•-.,Nor.oerie
19. (Tie) Connecticut(2-0)
18 Wilbur Frazier, a 6-9 center,
Woo* of Sops. 26, 1969
ratings board. Each week they
18 and Elvin Ivory,
(Tie) No. Mich.(2-1)
6-8, were cut Standings:
W. L select the top 10 small college
18
National League
Tuesday from the New York Shakers
12
4 teams in the nation with points
Others receiving 10 or more Nets squad
Sett
as
the
club Pin-PaLs
4
12
W. I. Pct. CIS
awarded on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
points: Grambling, Idaho State, prepared for its Oct. 17
New York
19
61 .619
9
7 basis on votes from first Chicago
Miracles
91
69 5.69
St. Norbert's, Colorado State American Basketball AssociaPittsburgh
9
7 through 10th.
Champs
SI
74 .5311 13
College.
St Louis
IS
75 331
14
tion opener.
7
9
97 .394 36
Here by sections are the Philadeiphia
63
7
9 coaches who comprise the 1969 Montreal
52 104 .325 47
Flub-Pps
West
5
11 board:
Quads
Atlanta
93
68 374
2
14
Bowlettes
Francisco
89
70 .540
3
East
Cincinnati
Id
73 347
High Team Gams
(3
76 .522
Rocco Carzo, Tufts; Chuck Los Angeles
597
Shakers
Houston
40
79 .503 12
San Diego
SO 109 .314 42
536 Klausing, Indiana (Pa.); HowBowlettes
YesterdaYs Resorts
Miracles .
512 ard Myers, Hofstra; Harold
Philaulphia
4, St Louis
3
Raymond, Delaware; Harold
Atlanta
3, Cincinnati
2
High Team Sarkis
Houston
at Los Angeles
Connecticut.
Southern
Shay,
Shakers
1567
San Diego at S Francisco
Midwest
Other clubs not scheduled.
1498
aefeated the St. Louis Cardin- Pin-Pals
Today's Game,
1447 Gordon Larson, Akron I .
By FRED DOWN
als, 4-3, the San Francisco Champs
New
(Koosrnan 174) at Chicago
Gagliardi, St. Johns (JenkinsYork
John
High Ind. Gams Scratch
21-15 or Holtzman 17-13)
UPI Sports Writer
Giants topped the San Diego
Philadelphia
(Fryman 12-15) at Si,
Kolstad,
St.
209(Minn.); Howard
Padres, 6-1, and Houston beat Bonnie Hale
Louis (CarltOn 17-11 of Clevelan 6041,
Schweizer,
Edsel
Norberts;
night.
Birdsong
Ona
194
The new Braves are Dixie's the Los Angeles Dodgers, 6-3, in
(Billingham 6-7 Of Dieter 20169s&uther; Frank Waters, Hill- 121Houston
Hilda Bennett
first baseball champions today other NL games.
at Los Angeltra (Osteen 19-15). night.
High Ind. Gams HC
Montreal (Rinke 6-7) at Pittsburgh
sdale. .
thanks primarily to an old
In the American League,
(Walker 4-6). night.
271
Pacific
San Diego (Niekro 11-111) at San Francispitcher whose season ended the Minnesota nipped Chicago, 4-3, Bonnie Hale
co (McCormick 11-9)
Birdsong
Western
Ona
n,
Emerso
228
Fred
moment his teammates started Detroit edged out Baltimore 4Only Games Scheduled
Maryanne Layne
217 Washington State; John Godtheir great adventure.
3, Washington downed Boston,
High Ind. Sodas Scratch
trey, Whittier; Darryl Rogers,
The Atlanta Braves, trans- 7-2, New York whipped CleveAmerican League
Ona Birdsong
462 Fresno State; Ad Rutschman,
planted from Milwaukee four land, 8-2, Kansas City topped
East
Verona Grogan
453
Scattini,
NevaW
L Pct. OS
Jerry
Lindfield;
years ago, clinched the Nation- California, 8-5, and Oakland Polly Owen
Baltimore
10e
53 .671
.463 eta Reno.
Detroit
90
71 .559 18
al League's Western Division downed Seattle, 8-4.
Mary Harris
Boston
439
117
74 .540 21
Midlands
title Tuesday night and the
Scores Winning Run
Washington
85
76 .321 23
High Ind. Series /IC
University
of
New York
Allgood,
Dewey
.494 ar..s
79
111
right to play the New York
John Briggs hit a home run Bonnie Hale
62
94 .3118
817 Missouri at Rolla, Al Caniglia, Clan/elm:I
lets for the pennant with a 3-2 and two doubles and scored the Ona Birdsong
West
594 University of Nebraska at Minnesota
96
6.1 .600
victory over the Cincinnati winning run on John Callison's Polly Owen
579 Omaha; Joe Salem, University Oakiond
86
73 .5.41
Reds.
single in the eighth inning to Verona Grogan
California
71
89 .444 25
579 of South Dakota; Tom Lester, Chicago
67
93 .419 79
There were wall - to - wall give the Phthies' Rick Wise his
Splits Converted
Kansas City
67
93 .419
29
Kansas State College; Tracy Seethe
heroes when the Braves cele- 15th victory against 13 losses. Verona Grogan
63
96 .396 12/
1
2
4-5
Oklahoma
Northeast
Norwood,
Yesterdays
Resells
brated in an ocean of cham- Tony Taylor also homered for Polly Owen
3-10
Washington 7. Boston
2
pagne, but the player "toasted the Phillies while Joe Torre hit Valada Stuart ____ 3-10 & 5-7 State.
New York
S. Cleveland
2
Detroit
Rockies
I, Baitirnore
3
the mosted" was 46-year-old a
two-run
triple for the Ona Birdsong
2-7
Kansas City S. California
5
Weber
Arslanian,
Sarki
s
Mary. Harris
Minnesota
knuckleballiag reliever Hoyt Cardinals.
4. Chicago
3
2-7 & 5-7
Oakland
at
Colorado
State
Seattle
Blasi
State:
Bob
Wilhelm.
The Giants, eliminated by the Glyn& Black
5-t3
Today's Cremes
Top Ten Averages
Not Eligible For Series
Oakland (Fingers 6-7) at Seethe ((IreBraves' victory, breezed to
ne 8-12), night.
Mary
Smith
Wilhelm, who is not eligible their win over the Padres as
148
California (Allen 0-0) at Kansas City
(Butler 0-10), night.
146
for the NL playoffs or the Gaylord Perry struck out 14 Margaret Morton
Chicago Morten 13-14) at Minnesota
145 JOINS BUSINESS
World Series, shepherded the batters and scattered nine hits. Mary Harris
(Boswell 20-11).
Polly
Owen
Detroit (Lolich 19-101 at Baltimore
143
Braves to the clinching victory Bobby Bonds drove in two runs,
(Palmer 15-1), night
143
with two hitless, three-strikeout scored two and stole two bases Jean Chancey
Boston (Nagy 12-2) at Washington
StafHill
NEW
YORK UPI Verona Grogan
(Coleman 11.13), night
143 ford,
Innings of relief.
to help Perry win his 19th game
Yankee
York
New
former
Cleveland (Ellsworth 6-91 at New York
Glenda Hill
142
Trailing I run, the Braves of the season.
pitcher, has joined the Water- (Paterson 17-16), night,
Ona Birdsong
140
Tommy Davis hit a two-run Hilda
scored two runs in the seventh.
Corporation of
Another Extra: With a $25 Deposit You
Bennett
139 man - Bic Pen
They tied the score on singles homer and Norm Miller also Martha Ails
enter
Receive FREE Your First 5-Piece Place
will
He
Milford,
Comm.
137
* * *
Lum
Mike
and Tony homered for the Astros as Helen Hargrove
by
Setting of Stainless Tableware Or A Piece
136 the sales training program as
Gonzalez sandwiched around a Denny Lemaster won his 13th Sallie Guy
Of Cutlery. With Each Additional $25 Deposit
135 well as help promote the comchampionship
The first AFL
walk and scored the tie- victory with an 11-strikeout
You Receive A Certificate Entitling,You To
Valada Staurt bowled three pany's basketball team in the game in
1960 betwea Lea
breaking run on a sacrifice fly performance. Don Sutton suf- consecutive games (143,
Purchase 5-Pieces of Tableware Or A Piece
143. Eastern Professional Basketball Angeles • and Houston drew
fered his 18th loss against 17 143) winning an award from League.
by Cash.
Of Cutlery For Only $1.25.
32383 fans.
Philadelphia
Phillies wins for the Dodgers.
The
W1BC,
By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer
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supervision, personal counseling, job placement, legal aid, or
recreation, according to their
needs.
"Many more young people
might seek help for their
problems before serious complications develop," he said.
"Moreover, the communities
might find that they had built
effective two-way channels of
between
communication
the
establishment and the young,"

NEW YORK (LTD— A hospital in California operates a
hotline for teen-agers with
problems.
In a time of crisis over
Rregnancy, drugs or trouble at
home, teen-agers calling hotline
talk with an understanding,
objective and informed listener.
In some cases the hotline
The Hazel Junior Beta Club
works as a lifeline.
met at the school to elect ofDr. Dale C. Garai', head of
ficers for the 1969-70 schoot,
adolescent medicine at the
year.
hospital in Los Angeles, says
Juana Stockdale was elected
•••
as president, Dianne Johnson as
the hotline helps teen-agers to
STORAGE
IDEAS
FOR premium than hanging space, a
The Faxon Mothers Club will
vice-president, Denise Johnson
break through obstacles when
STOCKING WARDROBES — skirt hanger designed to hold meet at the school at 1:30 p.m.
as secretary, Beth Crabtree as
they need help.
Sometimes a new fashion will six or eight skirts can be used All mothers are urged to attend.
treasurer, Earlene Cooper as re.
Reporting i n "Children,"
bring about a storage problem to hang up stockings insteed
•••
porter, Lynn Erwin as chapjournal of the U.S. Children's
and such is the case of the hos- Hosiery also can be hung on
The Flint Baptist Church
lain, and Danny Futrell as proBureau, the pediatrician said
unused space on the back of a
iery wardrobe.
WIAS will meet at the church
gram chairman.
more than 7,000 calls were
By offering several ideas for closet door. And hanging shoe at seven p.m.
•••
received during hotline's first By United Press International
convenient stocking storage, we and pocketbook bags with sep•••
year.
nave come to the rescue of each arate pockets are just as hanIn time for Easter—a ne\,
Thursday, October 2
Many Teeners Call
rest minded woman who is dy for separating stockings as
toy rabbit. The maker says the
Town
The
Country
and
By
the
Light
.
.
.
Most callers were between rabbit's complete flexibility and
caught up in the fashion magic they are for separating shoes Homemakers Club will meet at
Miss Jeanette Cooper
WASHINGTON I UPI —Just
of textured, colored or sheer and purses. — Mrs. Barletta the home
ages of 13 and 20. The turning head appeals to youmthe
Mrs. Charles Mofof
under five per cent of all the
stockings and panty-hose, as VVrather, 209 Maple Street, Mur- fett, 801 Sha Wa Circle,
average
age was a bit over 17. sters. He stands with assistat 7:30
employed — 3 6 million—now
ray, Ky. Telephone 753-1452.
well as sporty knee-highs.
Nearly twice as many females ance or sits. He is made of
p m.
hold down more than one job.
•
Miss Linda Gass
Boxes, which have been a
• ••
as males called. Thirty-one synthetic washable fiber.
The Bureau of Labor StatisCONSUMER BEWARE —
favorite organizer for many, alkinds of problems came up.
I Reeves International, 1107
tics, in a study of moonlightThe Garden Department of
so lead themselves to storing Fakes and Swindles — Elderly
"The most frequent by far Broadway, New York, N.Y.).
ers, found the typical one as
the Murray Woman's Club will
and organizing a wardrobe of widows are usually the victims
a young married man with
• • •
meet at the club house at 1:30
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Cooper of were problems related to boyhosiery. And clear plastic boxes if this swindle Someone calls
children
with the program on
p.m.
Hazel announce the approach- girl relations (nearly 21 per
The
newest
bright idea for
are especially convenient, be and identifies himself as a FedHe has one regular job and
Miss Linda Gass, daughter of
"Flower Arranging". Hostesses
irg marriage of their daughter, cent) and problems related to the bedroom: a luxuriously
(ral agent or a security officer
cause they need no labeling.
about
works
hours
13
a
at
week
(nearly
per
Mr.
parental
conflict
19
and
will be Mesdames R. E. Moyer,
Mrs. Robert L. Gass,
Jeanette, to S-Sgt. Harold R.
fringed cotton bedspread with
If shelf space is at more of a for the bank in which she has
Maurice Crass, I. L. Clanton, R. Sr., 1616 S. W. 10th Street. something else. He is most like- Osborne of Cumberland, Mary- cent)," Dr. Garell saki.
matching throw rugs. All cotan account. He asks for her
schoolteacher,
ly
be
a
to
a
Nearly 7 per cent brought up ton for safe washability, the
L. Ward, and Vandal Wrather. Fort Lauderdale, Fla., formerly
land.
cooperation in trapping an emfarmer,
postman,
or
a
a
fire•••
of Murray, has teen chosen to
Miss Cooper,ives in Alex- drug problems; 5 per cent, ensemble comes in several color
bezzler and outlines the plans
man.
The Hazel Elementary School represent the University of
andria, Va., and works for the school problems; social isola- combinations. The spread is
which include her withdrawing
PTA will meet at the school at Georgia on the National Campinhibition and available in twin or full size
Institute for Defense Analyses. tion, social
a sum of money from her acHoney or sugar-made table She was a 1963 graduate of pregnancy problems-3 per cent The rug is a handy size for
p.m. with the executive us Fashion Board for next year.
"- ount. The end result is always seven
Miss Gass, a member of Zeta syrups that have crystallized Calloway County High School. each.
washer or dryer.
the same — she loses whatever board meeting at 6-30 p.m. Willard J. Ails will speak on "How Tau Alpha sorority, was chosen from refrigerator or shelf storMrs. Ralph Darnell, home money
staffers,
graduate
Hotline
,Jack
S-Sgt.
Hoffman & Co.. 261
Osborne
is
stationed
in
is withdrawn. Beware of
Safe Are You". Persons are urg- from the candidates nominated age can be reliquified by stand- Suwan, Korea, in the Air Force. students in medicine, social Fifth Ave., New York, NY,)
room chairman for the Kirksey fakes and
swindlers of this type.
ing
container
the
in
wawarm
ed to come early to see the dis- from each Greek sorority. She
Elementary School Parent-Tea- —
The wedding will be solem- work or psychology, are paid
• • •
Irma Hamilton, Mayfield, Ky.
ter until the crystals are disis a graduate of Stranahan High
play of drugs and narcotics.
cher Association, has released 42066.
nized on Saturday, October 11, $15 for six hours' work.
Telephone 247-2334.
solved.
The candles never burn
•• •
School, Fort Lauderdale, and
the names of the homeroom
at seven o'clock in the evening
•
•
"The staff's approach to down, the candlelight never
.
is a senior marketing student
mothers for each of the classFriday, October 1
at
South
the
Pleasant
Grove
callers
upon
based
assisting
is
What is the difference in veal
Flower-power goes partydims with new permanent plasriL,rns. They are as follows:
The Senior Citizens Club will in the school of business adUnited Methodist Church. A a number of assumptions," Dr. tic candles that
and calf meats? Veal is usually
pretty
burn salad
First, Mrs. Hugh Farris, teahave its monthly potluck dinner ministration at the University flower on a gay new country reception will follow at the Garen said. They include:
produced from animals three
oil or lighter 'fluid to produce
ensemble of a party
cher, Mesdames Rheanetta Cole.at the Community Center at 12 of Georgia
----— Unconditional concern and a soft. stellify'Marne. Dfirii-smock, round or Wong, tra,v*
months old-or younger that has
The young lir/ is 'a former'
man, Margaret Kirkland, Judith
noon. Hostesses will be Mrs.
All freewill and relatives are respect for the caller.
party packs of four coasters
ety of fade-proof colors and
been fed largely on milk. Calves
Darnell, Marlene Beach, Janice
Bryan Tolley, Mrs Celia Craw- student of Murray Elementary. and napkins
and 'round table- iztv:40, to attend' the wedding — An understanding that those attractive designs, these plasare usually between three and
Outland, and Lois Smith.
ford, and Mrs. Edna Maley- Schools and is the granddatigh- cloths, plus
runners and place- and the-reception.
eight months old. The lean of
who call do so because they tic candles need no polishing.
-ter of Mee- A. G. -Childers' of - -mats All Tre
First, -Mrs.-- Laura Jessningsi
unkle
printed in a gars
veal is grayish pink to almost
face some conflict or uncertain- An occasional wipe-down with
•••
Paris Landing State Park, form- springtime floral
teacher, Mesdames Jeannie Faldesign- with
white. The lean of calf is redty that they have not yet been a sudsy sponge keepe. them _
well, Wasida Stone, Jean Pat
_erly_ethfurray,.
Saturday, Ocen_bee
_roller coordinated solid trim.
clean and shiny.
dish. — Miss Pat Everett,
able to resolve on their own.
Hearty
Soup
Rogers. Mary Lou Robertson,
'Music Country Style" dtow
L. J. Rench Co., 26 Pine St.
Courthouse,
Benton,
Ky.
Use
42025.
Emergency
Service
Make a hearty soup of two
T. G. Curd, Jr., Joan Harrison,
will be held at the Faxon EleDover, Del. I,
canned
It
is
suspected
that
teenproducts
plus
Edna Bogard, James Baker, Telephone 527-6601.
barley.
mentary
School
at
7:30 p.m.
•••
• • •
Combine 2 1012 ounce) cans agers
emergency
the
use
Ann Tucker, Joe Canady, Robsponsored by the Faxon MoFound
just
of condensed cream of mush- service to discuss personal
the
right
picture
ert McKioney, and Roily Henthers Club. Supper will be servFor
the
children:
placematto hang in your home! Don't
room soup, one soup can of problems
because
of
the printed with number and alson.
ed starting at 6:30 p.m. Admissdestroy
water.
the
1
Tau
beauty
Lambda
The
Soror.
Phi
(15
of
12)
the pic- ion will be children
ounce can of anonymity and because the
Second, Mrs. Virdon Tucker,
and Loretta Jobs were appoint- out
25 cents
green beans and their liq- service is available immediate- phabet motifs.They come packity, Omicron Alpha Chapter of
teacher, Mesdames Gene Mann- ture with improper hanging. and adults 75 cents.
ed in pairs with non - toxic
ed
to
make
plans
for
a
Hallouid and 2 cups of cooked barthe Woodmen of the World,
•• •
ing, Carolyn Paschall, Anita Wires and hooks should not be
ly when a crisis occurs.
crayons so youngsters may colween party to be held October ley. Heat
shown. Pictures need to hang
thoroughly.
held
its
pledge
ceremony
fall
Makes
6
Crouse, Glenda Miller, Carolyn
The Almo Elementary School
The response suggests to Dr. or them between courses The
25 at seven p.m.
servings
flat against the wall. When the
Basher, Janicetomptoii, SharGarell that communities should colors and-crumbs can be wiped
IT will'halve a Turkey Shoot on Tuesday, September 23, at
A luncheon will be held at
raw
eyes
are
placed within the It'the school
on Trembley, Joan Rogers,
set., up _youth centers patterned away when the meal ends
starting at nine seven o'clock in the eveninue ithe Colonial House on Wednes,
Glenda -Anderson, Freda Chap- uppet one-fourth of the frame,
C,offe16, hotdogs, candy, and the honte of Mrs. L.oretta J
day,
on
October
hotline's approach.
Hedwin Corp.. 609 Aida
15,
at
12
noon
in
and
Mrs.
Jobs,
served
cake
and
the
picture will hang flat. When
The candlelight ceremony observance of
man, Helen Tucker, and Doris
shot gun shells will be sold.
By walking in, at such places Ave., New York, N.Y.).
Founders Day. spiced tea to the eight memheavy
pictures
or
mirrors
held
was
outside
must
the
courtin
•
•
•
Greer.
The hostesses, Mrs. Smith bers and three pledges present. young people could get health
Second, Mrs. Paul Dailey, Jr., be hung from a molding at the
The Tau Phi Lambda soror- yard.
ceiling
either
use
nylon fishing ity will have
teacher, Mesdames Gela EdMrs. JODS, past state presia rummage sale
wards, Bobbi Bibb, Linda Hop- line or wire painted the color on the west side of the court dent, serving as vice-president,
ions, Gwendolyn Lovett, Linda of the wall so they won't show. square from seven a.m. to two presided during the candleMrs. Mildred W. Potts, La
Wilson, Pamela Paschall, and
p.m.
lighted ceremony with Mrs.
Center,
I
Kentucky 42056. Tele•••
Larue Sledd.
Beverly Young assisting by
phone
665-5671.
Third, Mrs. Dean Humphreys,
A rummage sale will be held serving as escort.
• •
teacher, Mesdames Dwight Watat the American Legion Hall
Candidates for pledgeship
son, Wilma Parker, Jeanette
Home sewing is a good way starting at seven a.m., sponsor- who took the Tau Phi Lambda
Cavitt, Ann Furr, Mary Lou to use creative energy and have ed by the Cumberland Presby- pledge were Helen Spann, ShirGibbs, Patsy Locke, Jean Rog- clothes just right for you with- terian Women of the North ley Morton, and Carolyn Fleters, Mavis Stone, Brenda Wyatt, out paying a designer price. Pleasant Grove Church.
cher.
•• •
and Martha Armstrong
The most important step for a
In taking their first step toFourth, Mrs. Rachel Neale, successful sewing project is in
ward full membership in Tau
Monday, October 6
teacher, Mesdames Ralph Dar- selecting the pattern and fabric
The Coldwater United Me- Phi Lambda, the pledge pins
nell, Babbi Bibb, Bobbi Baker, that are just right for you. Be thodist Church WSCS is sched- which hold the colors of the
Carolyn Brasher, Linda McCal• frank with yourself about your uled to meet at the church at sorority, were pinned on each
lon, Reba Parrish, Betty Tuck- figure. Have you checked your seven p.m.
sorority pledge by Mrs. Jobs,
•••
er, Ann Tucker, and Lynn measurements with the size
assisted by Mrs. Young. They
charts in the pattern books
Smith.
Miss Frances Brown will were presented the chapter's
Fourth, Mrs. Danny Darnell, lately? Measurements are more show slides of her trip to Rus- pledge handbook also.
teacher, Mesdames Buddy And accurate when taken by another sia at a joint meeting of the
Serving as mystagoques for
erson, Grace Covey, Estelle person, so enlist the help of a Annie
Armstrong, Kathleen the pledges were Annie Laura
Lawrence, Jo Watson, Gala Ed- friend who sews. Be sure you Jones, and Lottie Moon Groups Farris, Jean Richerson, and
wards, and Betty Overby.
have a good tape measure that of the First Baptist Church Glenda Smith who instructed
Fifth, Mrs. Thyra Crawfoid, does not stretch. If the store is WMS at the church at 7:15
p.m. the pledges to memorize matteacher,
Mesdames
Richard out of the pattern size you need, The public is invited.
erial from the handbook so that
Towery, Jeannie Falwell, Da- order it or select another. Don't
they will be prepared to take
tha Treas, Lzmita Russell, Char- settle for
an examination before becoman incorrect size. Uslene Garland, Fern Darnell, ing the incorrect pattern size and checking the closeness of ing initiates for the initiation
Brooks Moody, Carolyn Pas- means aisliste of time and energy the loops and the thickness of ceremony.
chall, Elizabeth Watson, Peggy in makinretinnecessary altera- the pile. A hard twist would be
The pledgeship will terminTobey, Marsha Thomas, a n d tions, Ind often the end result a short pile but dense as in ate on October 28 at seven p rn.
Barbara Potts.
is a poorly fitted garment. — commercial carpeting and does in the home of Jean Richerson.
Sixth, Mrs. M. B Rogeis, Mrs. Catherine C. Thompson, wear well. — Mrs. Juanita At this time each pledge will
teacher, Mesdames Jimmy Wil- Hickman, Ky. 42056. Telephoee Ammett, Courthouse, Paducah, be expected to be in attendwin, Martha Broach, Datha ?.'c- 236-2351.
Ky. 42001. Telephone 5274801 ance for the pledgeship test to
• •
Callon, Delpna Rhoades, NorS..
be administered.
ma Dean Darnell, and Charles
Add
The initiation team will ina
small
amount of cookSELECTING CARPET FOR
Starks.
YOUR HOME — The surface ing oil or shortening to water itiate the new pledges at the
Seventh, Mrs. Sherwood Potts, pile is the part you see and to avoid those messy "boil Omicron Alpha meeting on Novteacher, Mesdames Alvin Usrey, walk on — and the part of the over" — Mrs. Maxine Griffin, ember 13 at 6:30 p.m. at
the
J. B. Burkeen, James Harrison,
carpet that really gets the Clinton, Ky. 42031. Telephone Woman's Club House.
Mickie Morton, and Margaret wear. Therefore, the deeper 653-2231.
Mrs. Spann is the wife of
Carter.
•••
Dale Spann and they reside on
and the more dense the pile is,
Eighth, Mrs. Glen Beach, tea- the longer wear you receive beMinerva Drive with their three
cher, Mesdames Junior _Comp- cause the yarns support each
months old son, Rickie. She is
ton, James Paschall, and Teddy ether and resist bending and
secretary to Robert 0. Miller,
Beane.
County Attorney, and her husbreaking. One exception is the
Mr. and Mrs. Zane CunningEighth, Paul D'Urso, teacher, shag carpet which must have
band is a patrolman with the
Mesdames James Tucker, Harry enough space between the loops ham and son, Phillip, of Bowl- Murray Police Department.
ing
Green
spent the weekend
L. Potts, Darrell Brandon, Lois to allow it
Mrs Morton moved to Murto fall or shag. Ex
Smith, Paul D. Jones, and Clay- amine carpet samples by fold with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. ray from Memphis, Tenn.,
in
Paul Cunningham of Penny and
born Crick.
June. Her husband, Fred. is
log it over your finger tightly Mrs.
Burie Miller of Lynn with
the United Campus MinGrove.,
istry at Murray State and they
• • •
have two children, Greg, age
six, student at Robertson School,
and Dana, preschool age.
Frankly Deadly
Mrs. Fletcher, formerly from
NEW YORK 'UPI )- -Tombstones from 17th and 18th Benton Harbor, Mich., is in
century Nee/ Enpland ceme- training to become a licensed
606 W. Main Street
Phone 753-2621
teries tell it "like It was."- ,An practical nurse. She attends the
. exhibit of same at the Hall- local school and presently is in
mark gallery in Mew York in- a five-weeks' course at Western State Hospital, Hopkins.
cluded these epitaphs:
"Here lies the body of Oba- yule,
Glenda Smith, president, prediah Wilkinson and Ruth, his
wife: their warfare is accom- sided at the meeting The sor1411 Olive Blvd.
plished" And — "Here lies a ority will sponsor a rummage
man whose crown was won by sale on Saturday, October 4,
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
blowing in an empty gun:" from seven am. to two p.m. on
Phone 763-3152
Truly Fine Cleaning
'He got - a fishbone in his the west side of the court
throat and then he sang an square.
antlers note '•
A committee composed of
Carolyn Parks, Shirley Morton,

Juana Stockdale
Is Beta President

Unn
Higi
Is Pr

Woman Wins"Man Of the Year" Award;
Says Job As Homemaker Best Calling
By PATRICIA McCORMACK

Wednesday, October 1
The ladies luncheon of the
Oaks Country Club will be held
at 12:15 p.m. with Mesdames W.
B. McCuiston, Carmen D'Angelo, Robert Glin Jeffrey, W. J.
Fitman, Paul Shahan, Cliff
Cochran, Verlene Ezell, Karl
Jackson.
Hussung, Kenneth
Walter Jones, Jr., Frank Kane,
Hob Ray, and Gillard Ross as
hostesses.
• ••
The Cherry Corner Baptist
f7hurch WhaS will meet at the
church at 7:30 p.m.
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Unrest In.
High Schools
Is Problem
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Student unrest almost certainly will recur this year in
the nation's high schools.
Defusing this tension in public
schools has become a major
concern of Dr. James E. Allen
Jr., the U.S. commissioner of
education. In an unprecedented
step, Dr. Allen addressed a
message this month to the
nation's secondary school principals suggesting steps they
should take now to stem the
unrest. Last week he sent a
similar message to all chief
state school officers.
Rather than counsel hard-line
responses, Allen urged the
school officials to make this a
year of "communication, responsiveness and re 1 evant
change"
"Educational leaders have an
obligation to confront the issues
which underlie unrest and plan
actions which reduce avoidable
tensions in our school districts," said Allen, who is
assistant secretary of health,
education and welfare as well
as education commissioner.
Allen urged school principals
to
Forthrightly face
these
issues:
- Making schools responsive
and responsible to all the
citizens they serve.
- Assuring that curriculum is
relevant to the real world.
-Sharing decision-making responsibility and authority with
parents, teachers and students.
-Improving and measuring
objectively
the
quality
of
teaching to enhance public
cnnfitieuce in the schools.
- Encouraging good citizen ship
by assuring students
broader rights and responsibilities in the goverance of schools.
- Demonstrating greater cultural awareness and respect for
racial and technical groups.
- Establishing orderly channels for the registering of
legitimate
concerns as an
alternative to confrontation and
demonstration.

Ben hit
the nail
BONN (UPI) - "At twenty
years of age," old Benjamin
Franklin declared, "the will
reigns. At thirty, the wit. And at
forty, the judgment."
An analysis by the West
German Federal Statistical
Office seems to bear out that
pronouncement in the 1741
edition of Poor Richard's
Almanac.
Men under 40 years of age
suffer more than twice as many
accidents as do men over 40, say
the German statisticians.
Furthermore, both men and
women who live in cities have
significantly more minor
accidents than do those who live
in rural areas, presumably
demonstrating that while cities,
as Sherlock Holmes once
remarked, "do not present a
more dreadful record of sin than
does the smiling and beautiful
countryside," they are more
dangerous places to live.
One fourth of all injuries
requiring hospital treatment
result from traffic accidents, the
Germans add, while one-third
are from accidents at work.
Fifteen per cent occur in the
home.
Lamb chop broil
Orange and lemon slices add
tang to broiled shoulder lamb
chops. Salt and pepper 4 chops,
about 3/4-inch thick. Broil 3 to 4
inches from heat source about
, 10 minutes. Peel and slice 2
medium oranges and 2 medium
lemons. Turn chops, top each
with fruit slices and sprinkle
ghtly with brown sugar.
o nti nue broiling 6 to 7
minutes, or until chops are done
as desired. Makes 4 servings.
s „

BE THE
JUDGE!

is

Extension horticulturists at
the Pennsylvania State
University say it is possible for
apartment residents to achieve
beautiful results with balcony
gardens. They recommend using
redwood tubs, asbestos pots,
hanging baskets and wooden
boxes.

Hostelry school
MADRID (UPI) - More than
I ,(XX) students have received diplomas for a three-year course at
Niadrid's Hostelry School, which
recently celebrated its lOth
erikar.
. They include Swiss,
Italians. Thais, Mexicans and
‘loroccans.

Buy Nationally Advertised
Brands and $ave!!

Conveniently Located to
Downtown Shopping!
If You Can Match the Quality,
You Can't Beat the Price!

GUILTY OF GIVING YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
U.S. No. 1 Red

POTATOES _ _

_ _ 10_,b. bag 390

Fresh Yellow ,

CRISP
FRESH

EET

CORN

We Make'Em

Fresh Crisp

CELERY 'Large

SALADS

36

GIANT 2 OZ
I

DIXIE BELLE

almolive Liquid - - 4901

Crackers

YUKON BEST - Plain or Self-Rising

FLOUR---,2 390

Via DRINK

gal

BOLOGNA 39

25-lb. bag $14991

in the
piece

lb

Rolls
490

Reelfoot All-Meat - I 2-oz. pkg.

Gerber

'V

OFFEE

Ill1111111

EACHES

Lrg.

Ground Beef - 8 to lb.

PURE VEGETABLE - Large 48-01.

SHE

1-Lb. Tin

S YELLOW CLING

Hamburger ,b390

IENER'S 4890PATTIES Ibfi9C,
790 1
\'Wesson Oil

MAXWELL
HOUSE

41/2 Oz.

Lean Fresh Ground

2 PKGS.

GERBE
STRAINED

BABY FOOD

1b5

Old Fashion

SUPER VALUE
BROWN 'N SERVE

12

1 -lb. pkg.

RED

19./

argarin
lbs.4901

I

Bryan Bros.

1-Lb. Bos

mBLUE BONNET

69e

IH
(RAUT

Stock up on these items you use dai)ly
'-----

-.4 can

3

18-0z. Glass
FOR
$1 00

yensupssemor
FRESH
POTATO

CHIPS

Twin Bag

Frosty Acres

390

_ io oz. 29°
Morton
PIES mach

11111 WITH BEANS _ _

3
15-oz. can

ilk. $
f"r

N

'Otit s JUICE

3

and Apple 20-oz.

_ _10-oz. pkg.

so

F

Q

R

Uq

2 39ft
2 F°. 490

6 oz. can

Frosty
yi LIMAS

Ik

.
sa

PARKER'S

GET THE FACTS TODAY SERVING
RAY
EVIDEN
CE
WEIGH THE
liGUARLL AAYND
COUNTY WITH
AND YOU'LL COME TO
EAR
THE RIGHT DECISION hall FOODS

By FREDERICK H. THEESH

;NC'S

placemats
ber and alcome packnon - toxic
ers may colcourses. The
:..an be wiped
aI ends
609 Piffil
F.Y.).

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER HAVE BRANDS
YOU KNOW?

eana
ror

Frosty Acres
TEENIE WEENIE

With a s5mOR
MORE PURCHASE

GREEN PEAS
..2:at 43'

5-oz. pkg.

PUREX

10°

Bleach
/
1
2 Gallon

7 A.M. TO P.M.
DAYS A WEEK
.9

PARKER'S
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Try xo im_pirvve _
vour.--fint with hubby'
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Your answers to other people's problems
are so wise, maybe you can help me with mine, tho I believe
it's hopeless.
My husband and I have been married for 27 years, raised
three children, and now we have grandchildren. He traveled
for a living and made little effort to hide his cheating. He
calmly told me [when I caught him] that it meant "nothing."
I have offered him his freedom a dozen times, but he
always refused it, saying he loved only me.
He has never wanted friends. Never knew a neighbor.' I
have raised the children alone, covering up for him, helping
him in his office. We are financially well off, but what good is
the money?
I am 5 feet tall and weigh 105 pounds and am told
repeatedly that I look like a sister to my daughters. My
husband has gained 50 pounds since our wedding and doesn't
even think of dieting.
He keeps talking about how crazy he is about blonde
hair. [My hair is as dark as yours, Abby. In fact people say
we Inak alike.]
.
Please don't tell me I've been a doormat. I know thist.
What else have I been doing wrong?
HAVE BEEN MISERABLE
DEAR MISERABLE: You may not have tried hard
enough to improve your miserable lot. No man will give up
his cake if he can have tt, too. And for 27 years yours has
been having a ball in a bakery.

Jogging Is
Kid Stuff
For Indians

• DEAR ABBY: I recently learned that my husband&
grandmother was very much offended by the letter I wrote
thanking her for our wedding gift. It seems that everyone in
the family calls her "Nanna" but not being aware of this. I
addressed her as "Mrs. Smith" in the salutation, and twice
again in the body of the letter!
Abby, she never asked ME to call her "Minna." In fact,
I don't recall that she ever asked me to call her anything.
Quite frankly, since I have seen her only a few times I
thought the formal "Mrs. Smith" would be more
appropriate—and anything more familiar would be a bit
presumptuous
Why can't people read a "thank you" letter and
appreciate its sincerity and promptness without trying to find
something wrong with it?
CAN'T WIN
DEAR CAN'T: Some can. But not Nanna.

Rate to write letters? Send Si to Abby. Box Mat, Las
Angeles. Cal. MOM, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
tor All Occasions."

1

Thursday,
October 2

FR

---- —STARTING-THURSDAY, OCTOBER-2nd'
OUR GREATEST WOOL SALE
OUR ENTIRE STOCK REGULAR 53.99 T0 59.99

BRAND NEW FALL & WINTER

WOOLENS
Here is your chance to buy the finest Fall and Winter Wool or Acrylic Skirtings, Suitings and
Coatings at
re
the lowest price ever, anywhere!! Brand new "Fam ous Name" Fall and Winter
Woolens at a
fraction of regular mill cost! Never before such large
selection!! Never before such fine quality!! Never
before such low price!! Don't miss this wool sale of the year!!

REELFOOT
W

CONFIDENTIAL TO MOTHER OF FOUR DAUGHTERS: Yes, I tell mothers to teach their daughters how to
cook, iron. and keep a neat house. But I tell them. also that
there is something even more important in marriage. Girls
should know how to cuddle a man, entertain him, listen to
him, laugh with him, forgive him, and make his home a
"happy" place to come home to. I have heard from hundreds
of divorced women who whine, "—But I always kept a
spotless home. and I was an excellent cook, and the dirty
rat left me."
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply write to Abby, Box 611700, Los Angeles, Cal Ma, and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

taiimaiiimmem

Murray State
University

graPiliCS
br C011eCi011

- -"r•
-

DEAR CONFUSED: The word from here is "Mum." The
heel will probably confess it to his girl friend fearing that you
might tell on him. But even if he doesn't, this is not the kind
of information one passes on to a friend.

Nor
She
C(

exhihmu
sge of
origtai

DEAR ABBY . Never in my whole life have I been so
confused about a problem as I am now.
A few week ago, my roommate came home from the
hospital after minor surgery, and was sleeping peacefully
after having taken pain pills and a sedative. per boyfrisad of
long standing was just abautto-leave when I jot the she& of
my
He tried to get involved with me in a very private way.
Need I say anything more?
Should I tell my sick, but recovering friend? It would
hurt her beyond words, yet I think she ought to know what
kind of "man" he is
Maybe ignorance IS bliss, but for me to have such
knowledge is a very painful burden. Help! CONFUSED

-
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tEl AT ONE UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICE!!

CI
14

* BONDED ALL WOOL PLAIDS
* BONDED ALL WOOL SOLIDS
* BONDED ACRYLIC PLAIDS AND CHECKS
* ALL WOOL FLANNELS AND TWEEDS

Building problems?
We solve them all!

* IMPORTED SUITINGS AND COATINGS
* BONDED ORLON KNITS
* BONDED MOHAIR SUITINGS
* AND MANY, MANY OTHERS

)h•PEi
,0

FR ESF

A total construction service with genuine StranSteel building systems and Stran' building components. We can build to your exact specifications,
remodel or repair your existing building,

EDWIN CAIN CONSTRUCTION CO.
621 South Fourth
Murray, Kentucky
*mat MEI S

el FRANCHISED WIDER

No exceptions, our entire stock of finest all wool skirtings,
suitings and coatings, now at one low low price. All brand
new Fall '69 textures and colors I full bolts, every yard
guaranteed first quality. Be there when the door opens
tomorrow 9:00 a.m. sharp!'

RIN/11/1

DBER 1. 1969
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JIM ADAMS IGA

Northside
Shopping
, Center

*

*7*

Northside
Shopping
, Center

Prices Good Through Tuesday October 7th. *
›;-

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

•

U.S. CHOICE

U.S. CHOICE

BEEF
ROUNDUP
IGA

CHUCK
ROAST

B.

LB

53t

Net Weight
FREEZEP.

10

Hind
Quarter

REfF
5FILE

LB

5 Lbs. Beef Stew

Lbs. Chuck Roast

10 Lbs. Ground Beef

lin I 11C

67
C

Compleie
Side
!sull

Net
FR W
E Ee
ziEgRh t

LB

57ç

SPECIAL $39.95
16 Lbs. Ground Beef

D1,111111... 9C‘Pft"1 7Ji

5 Lbs. Short Ribs

5 Lbs. T Bone Steaks

5 Lbs. Swiss Steak

Beef
4 Lbs. Boneless Stew 5 Lbs. Cube Steak

US CHOICE

REELFOOT

5 Lbs. Rump Roast

THRIFTY

RIB
STEAK
99cl
L.
ONTE
DEIMONTE
TOMIT PINEAPPLE MARGARINE

WIENERS
CATSUP

LB.

IGA Customers
Save More!

SALE

SPECIAL $29.95 45 LB.

10 Lbs. Rib Steak

69c

FREEZER FILLER

Cut And Wrapped
Free!

r45

SHOULDER CUT

We have purchased some fine 4-11 and
FFA Beef which will be on sale Friday
and Saturday.

47c LB
Fore
Ouarter

SWISS
STEAK

120Z.PKG.

LB. PKG.

KRAFT

59c

LIQUID DETERGENT

MIRACLE

14 OZ. BOTTLE

19c

460Z
CAN

3for 99c 3

29c

DELMONTE

GIANT SIZE

6 STICK PKG.

Number 2 CAN

JUICE

JOY

39C

for S 100

IGA

DETERGENT

SLICED OR HALVES

ICE
I),(••PEACHES
3 79c MILK
BANANAS
CORN
21/2 CAN

GAL.

39c

69c

O
sizeLD
giant

tar

FRESH

3

rE"i"

RIPE YELLOW

U

FLORIDA PINK NEW CROP

CRAPEFRUITI PiNis

REG.

EARS19c

10c

$1.29 S1ZE89C
LB.it

Store

OPEN

24

Hours

DAILY

CLOSED

A

(
TENNESSEE

10c LB.

SUNDAY

•

Remember.. At

JIM ADAMS

IGA

'
s
It

the

total
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the

tape

that

counts!
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Ever-Zooming House Building Costs
By Central Press

WEDNESJAT EVE NING PROGRAMS

WASHINGTON — A young
lo News, WRY.: S504*,wthr., Sports News, Wthr Sifts
couple seeking to build a "dream
10
:33 The Virginian
The Glen Campbell The Ftying Nun
house” today finds that the
Goodtirre Hour
▪
:00 Th. Virginian
Room 272
$15,000 home of yesteryear now
30 The Virginian
The Sever,' HillbilliesCiship of Eddie's Fattier
costs $30,000 or more. Soaring
O
00 The Music Hail
Medical (ruler
Movie;
0 791 The Music Hail
"The Spiral Read"
Medical CwIter
land prices, high mortgage rates
_
_ _ _ ,
.
'
:00 Then Came BronSon Hawaii F ye-CI
May*
and skyrocketing construction
:30 Thee Came Bronson Hawaii Fieew0
Movie
may put the price tag at ;35,:00 News; Wthr4 Sets News. suthr.: Sports Neveir 011Kr.r Worts
10 :30 The Tonieht Show The Mery Griffin Show Movie:
000 or even higher within the
00 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show "Walk Don't Run"
next few years unless Congress
1 1 :30 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Mow
Movie
applies power brakes to halt
I, :00 The Untouchables
Movie
:30 The Untouchables
The Joey Bishop Snow
the inflationary housing cycle.
II
:IS
The Joey Bishao Show
One major effort in this area
• :30
The Joey flisho, Sho,
being sparked by George
is
THURSDAY MORNING PRCGRAMS
Romney, secretary of Housing
30 Worship
Country Journal
and Urban Development. He is
x-6 a.m. Ch. 4 A great way to start the dayl With PETE SAYERS, trying to persuade building trade
BILL WILLIAMS, the MORNING BAND, and your favorite Country. unions to back down on their
opposition to handling prefabriWestern stars.
CRS News
cated materials in the construc•
00 Morning Show
Country Junction
10 Morn", Show
McNeil's' Navy
tion of new homes — a method
wthr
Country JunCtion
00 Today
Bozo Show
that could drastically cut buildJunction, Wthr
Solo Show
30 Today
Captain karsearog
.00 Today: Wthr.
Bozo Shoe
ing costa.
:aolain Kangaroo
tO Today
Bolo Show
This long-standing union opgi
:00 It Takes Two
The Mike Dougin Show Luty Show
The Mike Douglas Showeie Said—She Said
7 30 Concentration
position to the handling of prees .00 Sete of the Century Andy of Mayberry
Barbara Moor. Show
fabricated materials AILS given
Barbara Moore Show
IV :30 Hollywood Sguareslove of Life
legal sanction by a National
Where the Heart Is
Bewitched
I :00 Jeopardy
Labor Relations Board ruling
Search for Tomorrow That Girl
30 Name nroPpers
and sustained by the U.S. SuTHURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
preme Court in 1967.
Dream House

9

5 0,

7

8

_ .
SAND-BLASTED—Injured Joseph W. Reardon, 52, West Quincy, Mass., had to be rescued
by firemen and police after a trailer-dump truck overturned on his car on the Southwest Expressway in Milton, Mass., filling his car with sand.

1Vloonport' Is Gearing Up
t For Launch Next Month
By AL ROSSITER JR.
UPI Space Writer

it

WASHINGTON
WINDOW

of the altitude chamber testing
and I was very pleased," he
said. "The (test) crew disciplipe
By MERRIMAN SMITH
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)— The and the alertness of the crew
UPI White House Reporter
moonport is gearing up to send was as high as I've ever seen
more men to the moon next it. As a matter of tact, I think
WASHINGTON (UPI)— At a
month and the launch director they were the best set of tests recent national meeting of news
says no efficiency has been lost we've had. So we feel quite and advertising executives in
as a result of a month of in- encouraged at this time."
New York, deep interest was
'
t activity and a 23 per cent work
Kapryan said the slowdown in evident in a recAnt public
force reduction.
the launch pace permits project opinion poll showing many
The sweeping layoffs, affect- managers to concentrate on one people are less than fully
ing 5,600 persons, have hurt the rocket .and spacecraft combina- convinced of the accuracy of
economy of surrounding commu- tion at' a time instead of pato 'Washington news stories.
T.; allies and the Morale ormany forming simultaneous testing of
The survey was conducted by
of the 23,600 men and women two or three as had been done the opinion analyst Louis Harris
who had a hand in landing the previously:'
for Time Inc. One of the basic
—first men on the moon in July.
"I bank it's better," he said. findings in the Harris survey
But launch director Walter J. "The bad part of it is that we was that nearly three out of
Kapryan said most of the cut- had a certain manning level four college-educated persons
backs have been accomplished when we were operating on two- contacted believed the real
and "we think we hame a sta- month (launch) centers and now story in Washington "is behind
bilized situation now."
that we've gone to four we don't the scenes and only a small
1, The layoffs were made nec- need as much people and some part gets in the news."
k essary by the federal budget people have been let go and
The survey also concluded
r squeeze and the resulting slow- laid off.
"the public is ready to believe
down in manned space launch"As far as the actual prepar- that the real decision-making at
ings from one every two mon- ation of the hardware for launch the highest level takes place
ths to one every four months. is concerned, there has been no without public'scrutiny."
The next moonflight is Apollo 12 loss of efficiency whatsoever."
Among the college educated
set to start Nov. 14 and it will
If Congress makes no further people, the Harris pollsters also
be followed by the launch of budget cuts, Kapryan said the found for the most part a belief
* Apollo 13 In March:
lamich team should remain in- that Washington nevi* coverage
Delayed by Success
tact. But he said if the launch was not "a free press operating
0
Apollo 12 originally was being rate were cut from two to three at its best."
prepared for the launch of in 1970, "we would not need as
Washington news coverage,
Charles Conrad Jr., Richard F. many people as we have at the regardless of
the medium,
Gordon and Alan L. Bean in present time."
obviously has many faults but
.September. But when the flight
the fact still remains: no world
of Apollo 11 turned out so succapital is covered by reporters
cessful, the launch of Apollo 12
as openly and extensively and
was delayed two months.
with as little actual government
..
Kapryan said the delay gave
control.
the launch team a chance to go
Much of the news from
vacation and he said in an
Washington, whether from the
Interview there was very little
White House or Capitol Hill, the
tivity for about a month aftPentagon or the State Depart1er Apollo U's splashdown.
GILBER1'SVILLE, Ky., Sept. ment,
frequently is
quite
t- Because of that, and the lay- 30—The 26th annual convention
unpleasant, dealing as it must
t•
..offs that followed the initial of the Kentucky Association of
with unpleasant subjects —
;landing, Kapryan said he and Soil and.Water Conservation Distaxes, inflation, war, war
--I !„.other project officials were tricts will begin Wednesday at
protest, crop failures or surplu"quite concerned" about wheth- Kentucky Dam Village Park.
ses
ses, and natural disasters.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn will ader the great number of tests
it be that many
that precede every launch could dress the group at 11:15 a. m.
educated people believe much
be resumed with the same Wednesday.
of the Washington news, but
:
.,competence that led to the sucApproximately 400 persons are
expected to attend the two-day because it is so often painful
-•cess of Apollo 11.
and upsetting, that they prefer
. The first critical tests since event.
to pretend as long as possible
The
association
will discuss
the resumption of activity were
that it is untrue?
,a series of checks completed technical achievements and deThen, there are the politi:last week of the Apollo 13 space velopments in the past year as
cians themselves and governwell
as
future
plans.
:craft modules in vacuum chamment leaders who for years
bers. The craft were manned
have attacked the press regu'dby astronauts during the exerlarly for printing items embar* * *
cise and Kapryan said they are
rassing, annoying or out of
:the most hazardous tests run
Nevada, driest state in the agreement in causes dear to
:here short of the launch itself. nation,
has an average annual these particular figures.
Crew is Alert
rainfall of 8.81 inches.
And the press itself, using tit
"I personally sat in on most

t

Nunn Will
Speak At
Convention

g
II

News: Sinaiiho Cony
00 The Noon Show
_
Show
As The Voorld Turns Let's Make a Deal
:30 The No
00 Days of Our Live, Ma' Splendored Thing The Newlywed Game
The Dating Game
The Guidne Light
:30 The Doctors
General Howeital
Secret Storm
:00 Another World
One Life To Live
The Edge of Night
30 Bright Promises
Shadows
Dark
New-Gamer
Pyle,
USMC
Game:
00 Match
Flipper
:30 To Tel! the TruthGilligan's Island
Hillbillies
Beverly
The
Movie:
:00 Beat he Clock
I Love Lucy
'30 16th Avenue South "Hey There, It's
News
Evening
ABC
Yogi Bear'.
:00 16th Avenue South
CBS Even,* News, Dick Van Dyke Show
:30 huntley Brinkley

2

•

•

8 :3rScrial

extion industry is specifically ex-' much of which arise from
empt from a provision banning . treme wage demands and union
voluntary secondary boycott restrictions, the attempt by ceragreements between unions and tain groups in the building inemployers. As applied to other dustry to maintain higher costs
segments of industry, this sec- by excluding certain products
be
tion of the law makes it an un- from the market should not
fair practice for an employer to permitted."
• • •
agree to stop doing business
with another employer or to
THE ESHELMAN bill has the
stop handling his products.
vigorous support of the AssoThe exemption of the conciated Builders and Contractors,
this
from
industry
struction
Inc., a national trade associaprovision of the law also ention representing more than
untrades
ables the building
firms in the construction
2,000
ions to monopolize big construc- industry.
tion jobs, Eshelman said.
How union demands and re• • •
practices are helping
"THEY DO this usually by in- strictive
costs was
timidating general contractors to pah up building
in recent reports that
to agree to do business only indicated
states had tied up
with subcontractors whose em- strikes in 25
$4.2 billion in
ployes are union members," he approximately
work.
said. "This violates the spirit of construction
In New York, for example,
our labor laws by forcing unions
on employes who have not the settlement of a July strike
freely chosen to be represented by ate.amiitters pushed tip the

total labor costs to more than
$11 an hour. In Kansas City'
recently striking iron workers
were demanding pay hikes ag1,
gregating $160 a week per man
and double time for overtime
ondary boycott loopholes by de- after 35 hours of work. This deleting the exemption for the mand subsequently was reduced
to , a $3.50 an hour increase
construction industry.
"The need for such legislation which, with benefits, would
being surprised each week by
bring them up to $140 a week
UNDER the present law, Esh- is obvious. In this period of
new
stories with different
skyrocketing building cost s, per man,
construethe
explained,
elman
faces.
The first tale in Monday's
debut was the best. A young rates cars and is hijacked for
man is expecting his fiancee to money by a Latin American Freeway safety
Supermarket shelves
NEW YORK (UPI) — Many
arrive at his apartment for din- revolutionary he once knew.
ft.'
NEW YORK (UPI)—How
ner — and plans to give her an And you ain't seen nothing yet. freeway accidents occur at the
By Rwit DBBpW
angagesnent-ging.
exit and entrance ramps of the many more items does the averHot Dog.
bastead, in pops his ex-wiie
superhighways, traffic safety age supermarket have now than
tromxwbolY"`ant from out of town. She rattles
in 1928? According to a study
experts say.
there's no question that the him. She also puts on the ring
* * *
by the Tyler Refrigeration Divmost pleasant and promising and can't get it off. By the time
enthe
ision
onto
driving
When
of Clark Equipment
Massachusetts has 25,803
new series of the television the dust clears, the fiancee
trance ramps of a freeway or Company, stores carried 867
season is ABC's "Love, Ameri- arrives, and it turns out to be miles of surfaced roads.
expressway, check the speed and items compared to 7,350 in 1967
•• *
can Style," which bowed in an unnerving dinner for three.
volume of traffic on the main and a predicted 10,000 in 1970
Monday night.
As the ex-wife, Penny Fuller
roadway and look for space that
* * *
The only question is whether teamed splendidly with Michael
The 19th Amendment to the would allow you to safely enter A knot, measure of
the weekly hour can stick Callan. Jerry Paris directed the
speed, is
traffic. The
around long enough to fulfill its script by Arnold Margolin and Constitution gave the vote to the main stream of
ne nautical mile per hour.
smoothly.
merge
women Aug. 26, 1920.
promise. It is opposite two Jim Parker.
rough competitors, CBS-TV's
The second tale, meanwhile,
Carol Burnett and NBC-TV's
featured Flip Wilson as a pool
Monday Movies. And it must shark who meets his match in a
also overcome the ratings gorgeous dame he has picked up—
stigma attached to anthologies not knowing she is a billiards
— for "Love, American Style" hustler rather than the innocent
is composed of two, three or
she pretends to be. The third
four weekly tales of contemporstory found Bob Cummings and
ary, humorous romance.
Jane Wyatt as worried parents
The anthology form, in recent
of a teen-age girl who try to
years, has been considered persuade her beau to slip her
'
-wrilaropp*
video death, "Love, American
control pills each clay
Style" has different casts in its birth
during a tour of turope the
various tales, as anthologies
young couple is planning to
normally do, and audiences are
take.
known to identify more with
ABC-TV also, Monday night,
regular running characters.
introduced the new hour series
How nice to look forward to
"The Survivors," Harold Robbins' creation of a jet-set serial.
mounted.
term generically, often brings It is very
criticism down on itself justifia- Ralph Bellamy plays the head
bly because of inexcusable of a banking family. Lana
omnipotence which can slide Turner is his daughter; she has
even the best journalist into a rotten husband and a son by
Inaccuracy, as well as other another man. George Hamilton
playboy brother who
shoddy, sloppy practices,
Is her

i
1

by a union.
"It is evil also because it
monopolizes the bidding on construction projects and thereby
artificially inflates building
costs. My bill closes the sec-

Television
In Review

/40
11'4,r
.40'4

Peanuts®
PLAN U'IS

•

THE NLRB ruled that the
Carpenters Union was justified
in refusing to handle prefabri3
cated doors in a housing devela
opment. The Supreme Court
A
'V
held that the union was only
c
trying to preserve traditional
.1
job site work for its members
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
and was not violating the law
Sets
:00 News, Wihr ; Sots. News; Wthr.: Sports News;
g
Family Affair
30 Daniel Boone
0
prohibiting secondary boycotts.
p.m. Ch. 4 Make way for the DOODLETOWN PIPERS! This decision led to numerous
h
Aold
iel
dalg
y.htful hour of music and dancing in a salute to an American other product boycotts by building trade unions.
Nabors Hour Trier Girt
To close this loophole in the
er .00 Dame BooneSpecialTThe
Bewitched
Hour
Nabors
m
he
o
vJ
i
e
im
Doodletchton
/
- 30
Taft - Hartley law, a PennsylThis Is Tom Jones
yenta congressman has introThis Is Tom Jones
"The Santioe,'
agnet, 1970
legislation which, if enx-9 p.m. Ch. 4 Music and mirth - Martin style/ DEAN'S guests duced
into law, would help reacted
BOB
HANDELMAN,
MYRON
STANLEY
CABOT,
SEBASTIAN
are
duce soaring building costs.
NEWHART, and CATERINA VALENTE.
The bill (HR 126341 was reIt Takes a Thief
:00 Dean Martin Show
Movie
.ceiatly introduced by Rep.. Edit Take* a- Thiel
-WWI* .
39 :30 Dean Maetin Show
win D. Eshleman, who said that
n 00 News, War ; Sports News, POW .• Sports News: Wthr.: Koorts
V .30 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show Munson Outdoors
under the theory of the NLRB
g .00 The Tomah! Show The Mery Griffin Show Movie:
and the court few technological
I .30 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show "Redskin Of
advances in the construction
:- 00 The Untouchables
Montan"
:30 The Unioucheblei
nal Joey Bishop Show
field could escape a union's sec:00
The Joey Bishop Show
ondary boycott. "My bill would
I
'30
DR Joey flishoo Show
go a long way in halting rex-Paid advertisement
strictive work practises and
featherbedding," he added.
• a •

Tor*.
Workers install panels for a new prefabricated home in New

by Charles M. Schulz

I NATE
SCI-100L

Ws OWING ME CRAZY!!!

AS 500N AS I LEARN

ONE THING,THEY GO ON
TO SOMETHING ELSE!

I FINALLY LEARNED WHERE I'M
5UPPO5ED TO EAT LUNCH,AND
NOW THEY EXPECT ME TO KNOW
WHERE MY 0E5K 15!

!.1
s

A PLEASANT RETIREMENT
TAKES PLANNING

•

Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller
IT MAKES
YOU LOOK
DIGNIFIED

I CAN

BE

TWICE
AS
DIGNIFIED

TWO
PINKIES

4/5#1,4111.LER-

Don't wait until a few gray hairs panic you into
thoughts of the future. Start laying something
aside now in an insured safe, guaranteed profitable savings account so those golden years can
be pleasant, enjoyable . . . fun.

Peoples Bank
Of Murray,Kentucky Member Of FDIC
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Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And
1% Cash Refund For Your

WE NEVER CLOSE
NEW STORE HOURS

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK
WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.
D

in Niow York

irise from exaids and union
ttempt by eerie building infl higher costs
rtain products
should not be

•
AN bill has the
of the Assoid Contractors,
trade associa• more than
e construction
nands and res are helping
ing costs was
it reports that
es had tied up
4.2 billion in

example,.
for
a July strike
pushed up the
to more than.
Kansas City"
Iron workers
pay hikes ag- week per man
for overtime
work. This dey was reduced
hour increase
•nefits, would
) $140 a week

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

re of speed, is
le per hour.

IT

into
hing
ofitcan

Favorite Church Or Charity.

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

We Reserve the Rioht to Limit.
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

FRYERS
WINGS & BACKS LB. I9c
LEGS
LB. 49c
THIGHS
LB. 49c

FRYERS

Ready To Go

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

WHOLE

CHUCK STEAK

59c

27'

FAMILY PACK LB.

33

BUTTERNUT

_BREAD

LB.19t

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

20 OZ. LOAF19

BARNIBINQ

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

Beef
Pork
Ham

FRYERS

CHUCK ROAST

yes

(UPI)—How
t does the averhave now than
ding to a study
frtgeration DivElu 86
en4
carried
7,350 in 1967
0,000 in 1970

WEDNESDAY — OCTOBER 1. 1906

L..19c
SWISS STEAK.
COUNTRY.-FRY STEAK 88C
BOLOGNA
390
V PORK LOIN
39
ICEAUROA
29c
TOILET TISSUE
35
600
.00
TOWELS
6
GREEN BEANSiET ANS
ICE CREAMALL
TOMATOES
3
25t
ONIONS
25
APPLES
LB.

Lb.980
Lb.5R
5/$1.00

CUT UP LB.

33

CAMPBELL'S

TO
SOUP

10 OZ. CAN

EA.1O

CARDINAL BRAND

MALE

•

KELLYS

LB.

S_ I

490

PUREX

120Z. PKG

BLEACH

jfitiints

29'

t/2 GAL.

Oa WEDGES 3 1L),:. $1.00

T
GRAPEFRUI
T NICE 46 OZ. CAN 39
MAXWELL HOUSE

VANITY

MILK

ALL FLAVORS

1/2 Gal

2 Roll Pkg.

Oz. Cans

With Beans

COME

•

3ROLLS$1

ALL GRINDS

C15AONzS" $1 ROO'

OF ILLINOIS
yellow whole kernel
CORN PRIDE

$1

MIRACLE
WHIP
SALAD DRESSING

HOSTE

FOOD GIANT

lAID CHIPS

Twin Pac

49C

MORTON
Beef, Chicken & Turkey

POT PIES
00
For

FLAVORS

1/2 GaI.59

DOG FOOD

POINTER
15 oz. LANS

12/S1.00

HOME GROWN

HYDE PARK

GRADE A SMALL

LB. 250

YELLOW

LB BAG

RED DELICIOUS

LB

EGGS
39c
DOZ.
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Fail On
Moustaches
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Y

MINOR

Social Security
Checks May Be
Bigger In April

(Coatinuod

duced and s
progress ii
ling budget
after we
$508,500)
for equipn
provements
'bare-bone
reported fo
above the
1969. I sub
true minim
ns and ii
help justify
In compa
my sugges1
follows:
$477,000 11
25,0130 D
cement of I
18,400 Ad
1 New Polic
15,000 Ad
Drainage (t
24.000 1
and materii
$559,400 1
over 1969
31,000 C
(Swimming
equipment,
$590,400
over 1969
2. The

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Fatter social security checks would
be mailed to about 25 million
persons in April under President Nixon's proposal to raise
By DICK WEST
benefits by 10 per cent.
Middle -income
Ameni
WASHINGTON (UPI)— Many
will be asked to pay most of
•
young men, and older ones, too, the bill.
are striving to grow mouThe average family benefit
staches these days, and most of for an aged couple, both ol
them are botching the job them recipients, would rise
something fierce.
from $170 to $188 a month, the
The damage this is doing to White House said.
our national morale cannot at
For a man or woman retiring
this point be measured. But the next year at 65, the minimum
impact of repeated moustache benefit would increase from ;55
fiascoes is certain to be to $61 a month and the
traumatic.
maximum from $165 to $181.50.
There is not a more pathetic
For a married couple where
sight in all of this world than a the husband is retiring next
bungled moustache. No other year, the minimum monthly
sense of failure is quite as benefit would rise from $82.50
GIFT FROM ROCKEFELLER—Georgia's Gov. Lester Maddox
acute. For a defective mou- to $91,50 and the maximum
seems to get a kick out of the minibike sent
stache is like a horse with a from $247.50 to $272.30.
to him by New
York's Gov. Nelson Rockefeller. In his
broken leg. Once its flaws
By the end of the first full
office in Atlanta he
pulls crank rope Left then goes for an
ome apparent, the only year of increases, one in every
indoor spin. Maddox
has acquired a bit of fame for riding
human thing to do is destroy it. eight Americans would have
bicycles backwards.
Flubbing a moustache often shared an additional $9.9 billion I
inflicts emotional scars that in benefits.
failure.
will still be showing up under
Legislation to put the inFarentino has made a couple psychoanalysis 50 years later.
creases into effect is expected
of movies— good ones— since
The irony is that most of this to be sent to Congress next
signing
his contract with mental anguish is unnecessary.
week. Nixon announced the
Universal for "The Bold Ones" Up to 90 per cent of the
proposal Thursday.
and wants out before it's too moustache flops could
be
Increases after next year
late. He has seen what has avoided if the growers exerwould be tied to rises in the
happened to Van Dyke and cised some degree of forethcost of living.
Griffith.
ought and advance planning._
"This automatic feature will,
Because television is the best
Instead, they set out blindly,
breeding ground for young so to speak, without having in the president's judgment,
. help
sevniritv
take social
actors, the smart ones play final objective firmly in mind legislati
By VERNON SCOTT
on pretty much out of
UPI Hollywood Correspondent guest shots to avoid unemploy- and without even a rudimentary the
political sphere," said
ment, all the while seeking grasp of the principle
s of presidential counselor Arthur F.
roles
in
movies.
are
Once
they
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — The
moustache designing and en- Burns,
television birds who flew the established as feature film gineering.
He referred to debates along
coop for movies are flapping performers they are safe from
What they should understand political lines about when to
stardom
in
television
a
series.
back to their small tube nets,
is that growing a, moustache is raise benefits, how much and
Not that television is -all that Kery -bit as aimplex
molting dispiritedly en route.
as how to finance the increases.
CBS-TV has announced that unremunerative.
building a bridge, and that the
Burns said .! the president's
Such
series
stars
Lucille
as
Mary
Tyler
Moore, Andy
same techniques al'e employed. proposals would also benefit
•
Ball,
Danny
Thomas,
Jim
Griffith and Dick Van Dyke will
No sensible person would try widows, veterans, dependent
all be back on the air with new Arness, Raymond -Burr, Jackie to
span a
river Without parents, disabled youngsters
shows within the next two Gleaeon and Lorne Greene have blueprints; the same should be
and persons over 72.
become
millionai
res.
years.
Vince
Edwards is
true in spanning the upper lip.
Almost 3 million widows
But there is something built
returning, too.
I myself recently grew a would receive an average
Can Don Knotts, Patty Duke, into the ego of an actor that large cantilever moustache. I increase
of $17 a month.
Chamberlain, Richard makes him feel better knowing is both structurally sound and
Dick
Parents
of workers who are 4
his
audience has taken the aesthetically pleasing. I could
Creruia, Troy Donahue, Bardisabled or who retire could
bara Parkins, Inger Stevens pains of getting out of the not have done it, however, had
receive benefits as well as the
and a hundred others be far house and plunking down his I not first read an article on
now-covered dependent parents
money
to see him perform.
behind?
•
*.
bridge
construction in my of a deceased worker.
The trouble with Van Dyke encyclopedia.
The case against the televiPersons
permanen
tly
disabled
sion series star attempting to and the others is the public
I learned that strands, be before age 22 would receive
44.-•
become a motion picture star is took no pains.
they of hair or steel, are child's insurance benefits for
*
•••
almost airtight. It won't work
?
subjected to factors known as life. Under present law, the
10 ,4
When the video actor becomes
'loadings and forces." These beneficiary must have become
)loo closely associated with a
TheSitiimal -A-ssociation for Include such things as "dyna- disabled before age 18.
Single role over a long period of the Advancement of Colored mic effects, natural forces set
Oh Give Me A Home — The Buffalo are roaming in
th* area. They now live in 100 acres
time.
the Land Between the Lakes area as these two photogra
of fenced in pastureby
People has a paid-up membership up
wind,
thange
in
phs
* * *
land and are there for visitors to
Mia
Farrow
and
Steve of more than 450,000.
see at almost any time
indicate. These photos by Charles Tubbs were taken shortly
temperature, snow loads," etc.
during the day.
McQueen are two exceptions.
after the twenty head of American Bison were brought to
A
moustache
may look
* *• *
Kentucky has more miles of
Ilia
wasn't identified with
perfectly safe indoors. But rivers and streams than an other
'Peyton Place" long enough to
The first Monday in Sept- suppose the grower is caught in state except Alaska.
and doors closed whenever
destroy her larger goals.
ember was designated as Labor a blizzard and snow begins to
* * *
Travel on Texas highways in
possible.
Tourists can go fishing in the
McQueen
bailed out
of Day in an Act of Congress in pile up on his moustache? Or
— Try to stay in air 1968 totaled 59 billion miles, underground
"Wanted, Dead
stream at Meramec
or Alive" 1948.
Nebraska Territory in 1854
what if he encounters a strong
NEW YORK (UPI) — The conditioned or air filtered the equivalent of 128,000 round Caverns on U.S. 66 in
before he became a weekly
Missouri.
wind current? Will it withstand included all of the present state,
* * *
trips
to
the moon.
sneezin' season, or misery time environment.
viewing habit. Jim Garner is
* * *
plus parts of North Dakota, for
these loadings and forces?
—
Avoid
*
*
hay
*
swimmi
ng
fever
in
sufferers, goes on
In Wyoming, only the capital.
another escapee, but he also
That depends on whether the South Dakota, Montana, 9i%omuntil frost. But you can do chlorinated pools. The chlorine
New Mexicans have voted for
got out early in the going.
Cheyenne, and Casper have more architect properly designed the ing and Colorado.
Bright's disease is named after the winning
something to help alleviate the irritates nasal passages, making
Presidential contendThis season a young fellow than 20.000 inhabitants.
spandrel • and crown of the
Richard
Bright, an English er in every election
discomfort if you are a victim, the hay fever victim all the more
named James Farentino cosince New
* * *
moustache, and whether the
physician.
says the Health Insurance uncomfortable.
Mexico became a state in 1912.
stars in a new series, "The
span might have been weak- to stresses, tensile strength and
*
*
*
—Stay
out of gardens and
•* *
Bold Ones." He is hoping
The United States bought ened by "brittle fracture" or aerodynamic stability, t I e Institute; something that is
above and beyond what your open fields.
fervently that his eight-part Alaska from Russia in 1853 for "metal fatigue."
The first piece of moon studwhole thing is likely to collapse
The Saturn V rockets are
physician prescribes medically.
segment of the trilogy is a $7.2 million.
ied in detail was identified as assemble
Unless consideration is given under the left nostril.
d in New Orleans in
Here are some suggestions
"an igneous rock peppered with what
was a World War II tank
The U.S.—Canadian boundary
from the institute.
glass-lined pits."
factory.
—Stay indoors with windows is 5,526 miles long.
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PRICE RISES FROM PRE-WORLD WAR II TO 1969

****************************************

************

You'll find things on a
Cain & Treas Ambassador SST
that you'd pay extrato get
on a Ford or Chevy.

THINGS LIKE
FACTORY AIR
CON DITION I NG/
INDIVIDUALLY RECLINING

SEATS AND AUTOMATIC
TRANSM I SSION.

LB. SUGAR —5.4c to
12.5c, up 231',

LB. RND. STEAK 36<
to $1.335, up 370'/,

LB

BUTTER-32.5c to
84.3c, up 259.74

LB. CABBAGE

3 4c to 12 7,

WAGE RISES FROM PRE-WORLD WAR II TO 1969

O nds*
3. That
provide thl
e a payroll b
tax.
4. That
can be fir
or other w
used to jus
magnitude.
5. That
be authori:
this time.
Rex

4)fi
PLUMBER $1 53 hour to
$6 29, up 411',

TRUCK DRIVER 79c hour to
$3.78, up 478',
Some of the luxuries you pay extra for on a
Ford,
Chevy, or Plymouth are standard equipme
nt on
every 1970 Ambassador SST. It's roomy,
quiet,
easy to handle, too. So you get limousine
comfort
at standard car prices.

: STEELWORKER $30 week to
$165, up 550%

CARPENTER —$1.40 hour t,,
$3.84, up 417';

WHETHER PRICES ARE CHASING WAGES or wages are chasing
prices is the question with these figures from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics. The 414,39 year is used because it precedes the decades of spiraling brought on by World War II.

AUTO WORKER $33.58 week
to $170.10, up 506%,

PRINTER $1 19 hour to
$4.27, up 358%

The 1939 prices are the average for the year, the
1969
prices are the average as of last June. Wages are
figured
from union scales in 1939 and up to last June this year.
Some of these price anti wage figures are higher
now.

A wini
miles per

CAIN & TREAS
MURRAY, KY,

nated a hi
The de
slurs to
cooled to

PH. 753-6448

**************************************A4

************

A
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Adjudication
Of Strikes
Is,Studied

duced and still make satisfactory
progress in 19'10. The net operating budget for 1969 is $477,000
after we deduct $31,500 (from
$508,500) which is earmarked
for equipment and capital improvements. The so - called
"tare-bones" need of $630,000
reported for 1970 Is 25.5 percent
Delay and economic stranguabove the equivalent figure for
1969. I submit that this is not a lation are weapons used by both
true minimal figure by any mea- sides in a major strike. Sooner
ns, and is really designed to or later - usually later - this
brings about labor-management
help justify the payroll tax.
In comparison to the $630,000, peace.
But must it be this way? A
my suggestions for 1970 are as
Congressman from Tennessee
follows:
$477,000 1969 Operating Budget and many of the nation's indep25,000 Depreciation on Repla- endent business owners believe
there's a better way than prolongcement of Equipment
18,400 Add 3 New Firemen and ed collective bargaining with its
pyramiding economic losses to
1 New Policeman
15,000 Additional for street and labor, management and the public.
Drainage (total $25,000)
Representative William Brock
24O00 Increase in salaries
believes the U. S. should borrow
and materials
$559,400 11.4 percent increase the Australian system of adjudication of labor disputes by a govover 1969
ernment
panel. Urging use of this
31.000 Capital Expense Fund
(Swimming pool, parks, added technique to settle interstate walkouts or lockouts such as traequipment, etc.)
$590,400 17 per cent Increas nsportation strikes, he has authored a bill which wouldauthorize
over 1969
a
2. The revenue from present Federal Management - Labor
sources was reported as $485,- Commission and Court empow000 plus $31,000 from fines etc., ered to act as judge and jury
or $516,000 total. I believe this in major strikes.
It would provide a 110-day sustotal will be at least $530,000
based on the past 5 years growth pension period during which work
would continue while the Command probably more.
ission heard arguments and proUsing
3.
the above $590,40C
as the need and $530,000 as the posed a solution. If accord wit.s
not reached in 80 days, the Corevenue leaves a net of $60,400
mmission would specify terms
new money needed in 1970.
of settlement during the next 30
4. This new money can come
from several alternative sour- days.
This proposal was put before
ces:
Independent business owners, nationwide, by the National Feda. Auto stickers for all MSU eration of Independent Business,
Students(the only present exclus- which found 68 percent in favor.
-4910-$85,'it Oniy 21 percent voiced objecb. Proposed Fire InSurance tions and 11 percent were undecTax
35,000 ided.
Responding businessmen in
c. Increase garbage collection fee 25c per month for home- Kentucky reacted with 71 percent
owner and 12 percent for comm- in favor and 22 percent opposed,
ercial (present fees cki not cover with 7 percent uncommitted.
cost of this department). 15,000 The proposed adjudication prod. Increase present Privelege cedure would be required only in
License for business 25 per cent interstate, "national emergen(proposed gross receipts tax cy" strikes as defined by the
would add 50 per cent or more) Taft-Hartley Act. This law, whi13,500 ch gives the President power to
e. Raise Cemetery Lot cost seek a 90-day injunction when a
100 per cent to cover present work stoppage affects the public
cost of maintenance
2.500 health or safety, has not proved
$101,000 effective because the President
Thus, there are ample ways often chooses not to exercisettris
for The Council to raise the power. (Neither President Johnneeded funds without a payroll son or President Nixon acted in
the recent East and Gulf Coast
tax.
Regarding the $31,000 above maritime strike which brought
for Capital Expense rather than losses of approximately $2 bill$50,000 as reported by the Sub- ion.)
Congressman
Brock hopes
Committee, it is my opinion that
$31,000 is sufficient. This figure that, if adopted, the procedure
represents 90 per cent of fines might prove so beneficial that
etc, collected in 1968,and it could other labor-management disputeasily be $40,000 in 1970. Fur- es would voluntarily be brought
thermore, since the entire net before the seven-man Commissworth of the City is in the area ion. The bill provides that the
of $320,000, I see no need to Commission membership will
double that investment in the reflect the consumers' interest
next six years ($50,000 x 6 - as well as that of labor and man$300,000) unless we have a sud- agement.
The Attorney-General would
den crisis caused by a large
influx of new citizens not now decide when a dispute would go
anticipated. It seems to me that before the Commission, thus takto double our investment in less ing it out of the hands of the
than ten years (32,000 per year) National Labor Relations Board.
is a pretty ambitious program. Two Commissioners would conThus, $31,000 per year is more duct an inquiry into all issues
while mediation and arbitration
realistic.
The payroll and gross receipts continued.
If a Commission settlement
tax is opposed by a tremendous
majority of the citizens. While or',..A• was required, the five-man
it is true that twenty-four cities C,.urt would oversee its adminisin Kentucky have some form of tration, answering any questions
It, this is a poor reason for us which arose.
Some businessmen polled by
and we must avoid it if at all
possible for the good of the citi- the Federation believe that, inzens. The Council, basing its stead of creating new strikejudgement on such questionable settlement machinery, the NLRB
proof of the need, should not should be strenghtened by new
exact this tax in complete dis- legislation.
The independents, viewing the
regard of the voters whom it
growing power of big business
represents.
In summary, with the utmost and big labor to immobilize vast
respect for my fellow Committ- segments of the economy, often
eemen and after careful study of with heavy losses to related and
all the discussions, I am sincer- dependent industries and the public, believe Congress has draggely convinced that:
1. Contrary to the reports you ed its feet in writing new legishave heard, the City of Murray lation to deal with crippling inis not in a desperate financial terstate and industry-wide work
predicament at all. Many of our stoppages. As Congressman Brobusinesses and our good citizens ck asserts, the public's interest
are in much worse condition. in such labor - management batt2. That there are several alter- les should be recognized andpronatives open to the Council to tected.
raise the real needed additional

4
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3. That the voters prefer to
provide the funds needed without
ti Ict a payroll tax anda gross receipts
' tax.
4. That the Vocational School
can be financed by bond issue
or other ways, and should not be
used to justify a city tax or such
magnitude.
5. That no payroll tax should
be authorized by the Council at
this time.
Respectfully, submitted,
R. E. Moyer

Message ot tuture
NEW YORK (I PI) - A new
communications device that enables vehicles to receive printed
messages has been successfully
field tested by a firm here. First
application of the "TeleScripter"
will be in police vehicles, where
it will have Messages waiting for
officers when they return to
patrol cars after answering calls
for assistance, according to the
SCM Corporation.
*
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HUNT'S
No.
21/2
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U.S.
INSPECTED

LB. BAG

10

illilb

WHOLE LB.

FIRST CUT
U.S. Prime

Sc

LB.

FOLGERS

FRESH GROWNIA

LB. CAN

LB,

INV

ALL BRANDS

MISSSL
L IC
BE
ED
RTY

ALL OVRETGEENTI A EILE

SMOKED

•

Gallon Can

LB.

.
.

REELFOOT

COFFEE 1 I RD

FOLGERS
i INSTANT
6 OZ. JAR89

L4

U.S. Prime
ROUND

PERMANENT
TYPE
ANT4-FREEZE

CHICKEN PARTS

Johnson's
OLD FASHIONED

9

HALF OR WHOLE

IILB.59

STICK

LB

RE AST
THIGHS
LEGS
WINGS
BACKS & NECKS

LB.
LB.
LB.
LB.
LB.

59c
59c
59c
29c
10c

FRESH
FRESH Lb.
LIVER Lb, 79c Gizzards 39c

79 COCKTAIL 4c30A3Nsi
CRISCO
ROAST
sAwsA
4.9
GE
ROAST
OIL
59C
Potato Chips 40 JOWLS
4119 FRANKS
Pork& Beans 2/23C 1 Fat Back
29C CUTLETS

5.

A1111111111

ALL

VEGET-ABLE SHORTENING

1 SACRAMENTO FRUIT

BONELESS

U .S.

RUMP

Prime

3 LI3. CAN

WESSON

LB.

$1.
09

COUNTRY STYLE

BONELESS SIRLOIN TIP

24 OZ. BOTTLE

LB.

LIBERTY

TWIN PKG. SUGAR CURED SLICED

LB.

$1.09

REELFOOT SKINLESS
12 OZ. PKG.

LB.

SHOWBOAT

14 OZ. CANS

NICE THICK

FRESH PORK

LB.

LB.

EGGS

GALA PAPER

TOWELS
JUMBO
ROLL

35

JOY119

LIQUID
DETERGENT

5

/1 9

ICEBERG

LETTUCE
JUMBO
HE AD

190

Large
5
Doz.

6 GREENCORN..
BEANS
394i CUT
MIXED

Sacramento 21/2 Can

GARDEN DELIGHT

MEDIUM YELLOW

c ONIONS 3Le.350
evrinv
ii
e
en GRAPES
,
d19
FL.,,
3 59 poTAT E
490
Meat Pies
15c
CARROTS
39
O
K
z
G
.
I
DINNERS
FROZE

TISSUE • 2RoLL,29
JUICE
ORANGE
ADAMS
FROZEN

Grove
GRADE - A"
Lynn

GIANT BOTTLE

39c

12 OZ. CAN

*

Cutting to Size
A wind with a speed of 74
MARYSVILLE, Mich. (UPI)
miles per how or more is desig-Steve .Vandenberg, a 6-foot-7
nated a hurriesick
rookie from Duke University,
4**
was cut Thursday by the
The dew point is the temper- Detroit Pistons, trimming the
ature to which air must be National Basketball Association
team's roster to 14 players.
cooled to become saturated.
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e Give Treasure
Chest Stamps.
Liberty Has U. S. Prime beeT
At Regular Beef Prices.
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LIBERTY COUPON
GODCHAUX 10 LB. 89c
SUGAR
WITH THIS COUPON AND
$5.00 PURCHASE.
Cigg. & Tobacco Exc.
VOID AFTER OCT. 7th
4.

VEG.

20 OZ. BAG

CALIFORNIA TOKAY

(zd.Ua
TRADEYANDS BRAND nal4p`;
to

LEL

Nov so - moi,

LIBERTY COUPON
100 TRADING STAMPS 100
WITH COUPON $5.00 Put%
TOBACCO & DAIRY PROD.
EXC.
VOIC AFTER OCT. 7th

8
p KOG
Z..

U S. NO. I
1I(1ELDB.
BAG

,

CEBLALGO

50 Treasure Chest Stamps 50
with this coupon and $3.00 or more
purchase from our Drug Rack.
LIBERTY COUPON
VOID AFTER OCT. 7th

504Treasure Chest Stamps 50
with this coupon and the purchase
of 21bs. Craddocks Sausage.
LIBERTY COUPON
VOID AFTER OCT. 7th
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Use Of Bank Sophie Never
Credit Cards Misses Drop
On Increase

PALM VALLEY, Fla.(UPI)Behind Johnny's bar, Sophie
pours the drinks with a silent
Acceptance of bank credit carprayer. She's as blind as a bat,
ds by independent retailers in the but she doesn't
spill a ace).
South Atlantic states has dramat"I haven't told anybody this
ically zoomed upward, according before," she confided, squinting
to the latest data compiled from her pale blue, sightless eyes inthe continuous research of the
to a smile, "but I hold the shot
National Federation of Indepenglass in one hand over the drink
dent Business.
glass. I pour and say to myIn this bloc of states the accself:
eptance has jumped almost 20
"In the name of the Father,
percent to show that 43 percent and
of the Son, and of the Holy
of the retailers now honor such Ghost, amen.
And it comes out
cards. These states are topped right every time. Never spill a
only by the Pacific Coast where drop."
52 percent of the independent reSophie Servent, 54, blind for
tailers are now honoring bank 14
years from acute glaucoma,
credit cards.
is doing a man's job. With the
Nationally, 33 percent are now help
of the Lord, she says, she
honoring the cards, with 18 per- does
it cheerfully and well.
cent of the total sales volume "I decided that I had two
transacted
on
retailers
of these
good arms and two good legs
the cards. This latter figure and I was going to get up and
reflects no change from a pre- get behind that bar after I went
vious month when the volume blind. My husband couldn't bedropped from 19 to 18 percent. lieve what business we had the
The Federation survey fur- first day back. From that day
nishes no definitive clues to acc- on, I was hired."
ount for the fact that although
Her freckle face, spirit&
acceptance by retailers of bank smile and
a gravely New Jen
credit cards is on the upswing,
sey accent have been intoxicant
the percentage of business re- aplenty for some customers,
ported done by these firms on There was the 23-year-old housethe cards remains constant.
wife who lost her legs to canFederation researchers are cer.
And the despondent and diinclined to believe the cause is vorced business executive
whc
due to a slowing clown of retail would say: "When I talk to you,
sales that is being noted in tither I go out feeling wonderful."
data compiled from the survey. Somehow life and problems
Or, it is also felt possible that take on a new perspective as
disclosures of the interest rates customers
watch Sophie's nimthat became mandatory on July 1 ble fingers
trace a row of botmay have cooled consumer en- tles for the
right brand and feel
thusiasm for "charging it", It around
for a shot glass and ice.
is also viewed as a possibility
Few customers have taken
that as more retailers offer this advantage
of Sophie in the
type of credit" accommodation, small bar, owned by
her husthe available credit card busin- band,
in this tiny community
ess is spread among more es- south
of rich retirement haven
tablishments.
Ponte Vedra Beach.
Generally , the data continues
"Only three times in 14 years
to show that the larger indepen- has
someone tried to shortdent retailers lag behind the sma- change
me, and I caught the
Her establishments in their acc- last
two," she laughs.
eptance of credit cards, and alsc
One sailor, who tried to pass
the percentage of volume done a
$5 bill for a $10, got 90 days
on them.
in the brig.
But apparently in the South
This is the second tar Johnny
Atlantic states this situation is
and Sophie have owned in Floreversed. In that ar ea F ederation
rida. They have been married
data shows 67 percent of the infor 2'7 years and she has worked
dependent retailers with 50 or In
cocktail lounges and restaurmore employees are honoring ants
since she was 21.
the credit cards, more than twice
"I've never seen this bar,"
the national average in this size said
Sophie. "I bad to walk
category. They report 18 percent around and study it by touching
of their volume done on them, or everything.
Now I walk straight50 percent more than the national er from the bar to the ladies
average of 12 percent reported room
than some with sight."
by this category.
Only once has Sophie, a deA sharp contrast is found in vout
Roman Catholic, been fulthe middle Atlantic states, which ly
limited by her handicap while
include the big metropolitan cen- tending bar.
ters of New York and Philadel- "Two
deaf and mute men
phia.
walked into the bar. I heard
In this area, although the num- them
sit dawn and I knew they
ber of smaller retailers accept- were pointing
to something. I
ing credit cards is approxima- didn't know
they were deaf and
tely half the national average, I kept saying
'What'l ya have?'
the volume they do on them is And
they just kept pointing to
almost 50 percent higher.
a beer sign and groaning."
But in the larger independent
Finally one of the other cusretailers, those with over 50 tomers came
to the rescue.
employees, only 10 percent re"She lit a match to show them
port honoring the cards, and I could see
no light.
these establishments report only "One of
the deaf men took
10 percent of their volume is my hand and
placed it on his
done on them.
cheek. Tears were rolling down
Based on data collected to date, his face."
two tentative conclusions:
1. There are wide differentials
in the expertise, or the aggressiveness, or perhaps a combina- High town
WASHINGTON (UPI) tion of both, by which tanks promote retailer acceptance of cred- Denver. Colo., is the Wiest of
it cards.
the 50 largest cities in the United
2. Consumer usage of credit States, with an average elevation
cards, even in areas of heavy pro- of more than 5,000 feet, reports
motion, does not seem to reflect the Department of the Interior
commensurate gains.
Of the 50 cities, there are 16
On the last point, it cannot ee with elevations of at least 1,000
determined if this is due to feet.
c
- onsumers still being captive
3f the big corporate merchandisers' revolving credit plans,or
if consumers use bank credit
cards largely for the purchaseof
luxury, or semi-luxury items,
ANC
and depend on other credit sources in purchasing the everyday
VAN
items.
LINES
There is also a possibility,
Federation researchers claim,
that the independent retailing community has not yet become
aware of the fact that the credit
cards afford them a competitive
WHETHER YOU'VE
tool which could be used as the
MOVED ACROSS
backbone for their own advertising and promotional programs.
THE GLOBE...
It is also possible, it is felt,
that advertising media has not
yet become aware of the potenor across town...
tials, either.
A first
CINCINNATI (11P1) - The
University of Cincinnati Wil8 the
nation's first city university, established in 1906. The school
also claims the honor of pioneering in cooperative programs in
higher education.
*

The Star Spangled Banner was
doLignaied the National Anthem
b, %et of Congress Nlareh
1931.

Your Welcome Wagon
hostess has gifts and
helpful information
for you.
Call her at
Phsane 75.1-1371

Linda Adams
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SALE STARTS THURSDAY
9Big Days!! October 2thru 11th

iia 0

*

OPEN FRIDAYS
UNTIL 8:00 P.M.

*

100% HUMAN HAIR

PANTY

HOSE

Fl

VENis

Your Happy Shopping Store

Reg. 1.99

SALE

1.68

PAGE TE

84

C

P UR

NYLON

WIfiS Pre-Styled

Special!$25

HOSE

Reg. 6e - - - - SALE

2 FoR

- ONE GROUP 100% DACRON DOUBLE KNIT

MATERIAL

up to 72" wide --- yd.

THERMALWEAVE

DARK COTTON

4.97

$6.99

BLANKET SPECIALS _ _

REG. 1.00

SALE

5.44

REG. 1.59
REG. 1.99

FOAM

PILLOWS

LADIES - One Group

LADIES

Reg. 3.99 - - - SALE

2 FOR $5 SWEATERS

/
1 3 OFF

8.00 BLOUSES

Reg. 10.00

.N11111111=,

03A

LADIES - One Group

LADIES

Slim inns'

Panties

3for 1

Se
PANTS TOPS

6.88

LADIES

STRETCH

GIRLS ALL-WEATHER

Slips

COOGINNANIS 1011
1111E Mat Of ACTION
Illam IA apes ts• N.•ran rt 0 ....•••
camboomg Mow ewe Pea.•ow..gab.
.
won bobbsaibe 1.11.pa.
• co_, lap. beak. Oben S.
-s4.
▪ ampolool on. Imps.. •11.1. Isaley•
We bp ToroNN.,P.M Ior NOP. la ON.
1•111. Num. Pry an she NASA ow
••
owed.Sues ASA

SPECIAL!

25% off

GIRLS - Knit

Tops, Bell Bottom - Reg. 6.00

GIRLS - Asst. Fabrics & Colors

AL AE

Slacks

BOYS
HOODED
CORDUROY
CHILDRENS - Reg. 4.00

Sweaters

JACKETS
REGULAR $14.00

FtEG. 7.00 - 3 to 6X

Sale 3.00 Jackets & Coats - - $588
NO-IRON
DRESSES
by JUNE BUG

LIMITED
TIME

MADE WITH DACRON'

OUR OWN

SALE!

-SALE-

STATUS" PUMPS IN

A I. IGA TOR LIZARD PRINT

1

12.88

$1088

SALE!

7.88
Discroo do:stye-ter add radon drew.,
our own "Juo• lug' 411.1 Th•so
'ob. pt,S 0,Autumn cobrs won't 1,111
hong
so Iseryl No claw:Hon
NNW ml., navy red green of bro.,
A, at ISP, rrosses Silel 8 10 16 lb,
Nolo. 7 15

.s. bog ....• , 1 00

LasPAS I...IN sl.,.- .000 Throaty' No. IT4 Ng..
8
... r..., ...v.,' 1.`... wt. v.., v. fte.
4N1 PI to. PO. root. &cos AT Vol S.fl,
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Ibb• saw.. NC .••• Traced op. hobo ..T., es No
boo apPar
,
be c.d. Cr.. coNT T.• ...b. ...Ns coneoTogg. NM No a.
,
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1 Group

SLACKS
REDUCED
for this
SALE

LADIES SUITS & DRESSES
-FAMOUS MAKER 1-PC. DRESS
Reg. 29.99

Cotton
SALE

2-PC. DRESS
Reg. 35.00

SALE

COAT & DRESS
Reg. 55.00

SALE

3-PC. SUIT
Reg. 45.00

SALE

LADIES
SPORTS

FRun
FROS

BROC
FROST
BUT1
FR OS
ORA?

1988
2488

PANTIES
Reg. 49*
Sale

CUT

3588

3 it 970%

DEL

FROS

2988

Sport Shirts - - - - $322

CO-ORDINATE GROUP

1 303
NADI

0 SHIRT

Boy's Slacks

so PANT
REG.
$10.00

Reg. '6.00
Reg. '5.00

BLOUSE

One Group Boy's - Reg. $3 & $3.50

Sale '5.00
Sale 14.00
HASE

SALE

Slacks
BOY'S

FROS

One Group Boy's - Reg. $4.00

S

04 JACKET

220

C(

3 to 7

Slacks reg
Sale *3.22
Knit Shirt reg. $ 1.99 _ Sale '1.66
Coat reg. $9
Sale'7.88

Men's All-Weather - Pile Zip Lining - Reg. $35

Coat

$2988
100% WOOL WARM
WINTER
COATS IN WANTED
STYLES

MEN 5

$39 I $36

MEN'S

Dress Shirts
Regular $4.00- SALE . . .

Sport Shirts
3 F°R $10.
Regular $4.00

3F°R $10.
Short Sleeve Knit Shirts

C.••T.b TN
,
Tebo
,
o, boo,
11.1111/46, Sesnsespeth
Oldss INN an s.
tos
Naval ANNA
boo ba.1••
NheiteNes Nun NA loses.
s•
yea ANN, Awns. 10 • It
sato S IS sows

SALE

'061 1097 h0,4 son

MINK, YES, MINK TRIMMED
WINTER MINION COATS,

Sale 169.00
ous NAN1.1 Mime rho
mmatubbo,
ITN•
se esSNIWSS W..
LAS s •
Noses ossAs Nem sure
wed swe..Ni ma she.
le
Mo. mop ANY Me,
INNIS
IS Imo ANA IS pm.

Rig. 90.99

HERS

CC

MEN'S - Reg. $1.00

==

-

$3.88
Iaas==1(

-

34 LI
-)
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!NE FOODS FOR FINE FOLKSIMNStitli
P.M.
OPEN ¶9

PURE

ALL MEAT

FRESH

GROUND
BEEF 49C

BALOGNA
B 49C

LB

E

5.44

Etarili*

BEEF••••••

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
BOSTON BUTT

'ECIALI

off
ALABAMA GIRL

LB;

DILL
CHIPS
35t

LAYS

DEL MONTE SLICED

Number 2 CAN .

OCEAN SPRAY COCKTAIL

22 0z

OT.

FROZEN FOODS
FROSTY ACRES
Apple, Peach & Cherry
200Z.

FRUIT
PIES
FROSTY ACRES
BROCCOLI SPEARS

80Z.

FROSTY ACRES SPECKLED

BUTTER ACRES

ES

FORROASIIa WI
FROSTY ACRES

10 OZ.

12 OZ.

CUT CORN

7(

TWIN BAG

3/89t
3/590
359t

2/69t

10 oz. 3/59

DEL MONTE FRENCH STYLE

FAMILY SCOTT

GREEN BEANS
2/49C TISSUE
CRACKERS

# 303 Can
NABISCO

LB. 330
HASE & SANBORN -SCOTT

4 Roll 390

COATS,

limonemrs
•nr•
•

18

KRAFT JET PUFF

GAL

RYSSETT

MARTHA WHITE

FARM FRESH PRODUCE

POTATOES
CELERY

10 La.

59

STALK

NEW SWEET
LB.

POTATOES

10

TEXAS

ORANGES

HUNTS

DR SS G
39

SE AL TEST

PRESERVES
ICE
0,.45
MILK
MARSHMELLOWS
17t 390

SALAD BOWL

TOES
2/39

39

LB.

15C

DEL MONTE

PEACHES

290

CAN
SUNSHINE KRISPY

Crackers

300 Can

KELLY

DOZ.

1 LB.
CAMPBELL'S

3

INSTANT

COFFEE TOWELS DRIVE SWANN FLOUR CHILI SOUP COFFEE
69t
164 950
L. 65
3/ l•
COCOA SALMON PET MILK SPRAY STARCH SYRUP CRISCO CATSUP
33t
35C
2/310
15
T.

rompAro

KRAFT
KR
STRAWBERRY

TOKAY GRAPES

LIQUID

BACON
LB 690-

BREASTS
Le490

300 Can

OT.

DETERGENT

CHESTNUT

tilICKEN

ROAST
$119 59
PINEAPPLE 35
POTATO
Cillf$59t
Cranberry Juice
49
SHOWBOAT
FORK &
BEANS10
LB

$588

FRESH

STEAK

T $1

SALE!

.

slittROAIN poiK

/3 OFF

WHOLE

PORK
FRYERS
LB 25t
STEA490

*So

2 ROLL 430

HERSHEYS

)4 LEI.

GIANT

FAIR WEATHER

I LEI.

PLAIN OR
SELF

WITH BEANS

CHICKEN NOODLE

MAXWELL HOUSE

Number I

KING SIZE590

5 LB.

RISIN49

FAULTLESS

15 OZ.

CAN

RED LABEL KARO

TALL

220.49C

PT.

60Z,

DEL MONTE

3 LB

20 OZ. 350
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Leon Smith Is Named To Area
Development District Post
MAY FIELD, Ky., Sept. 29 —
Leon Smith, superintendent of
the McCracken County schools,
was named executive director of
the newly formed Purchase Area
Development District at a meeting of the board of directors
here tonight.
Smith plans to resign his
school post immediately and will
assume his new duties the last
week in October. His salary will
be $13,500 a year.
Headquarters for tLe development district will be on West
Broadway here in a building presently occupied by the Kentucky
Division of Planning.
Graves County Judge Dick
Castleman, Mayfield, is chairman of the group. Other officers
include Holmes Ellis, Murray,
vice chairman; Dick Fairhurst,
Paducah, secretary; and George
Little, Benton, treasurer.
As executive director, Smith's
duties will be to carry out the
policies for the development district as established by the board
of directors. He is expected to
attend a seminar on economic
development in Washington in
about a month.
The next post to be filled by
the development district will be
that of economic planner, with

ment Administration onice, and
Wood Coots, University of Kentucky Area Extension Specialist

ly representative of the Purchase Area.
The newly named executive director has been superintendent
of the McCracken County
schools since 1957, when he was
appointed to fill the vacancy
created by the unexpected death
of Henry Chambers.
The 61-year-old Smith had
been assistant superintendent
for 10 years before being named
superintendent in February.
1957.

& TIME

—

KENTUCKY
as much anxiety at the second
not yet understood—are part of viewing as at the first, Dreams,
the brain's effort to absorb and it seems, help digest the past.
reorganize emotionally intense
Dreams occur during sleep at
experience.
regular intervals, about every
In one experiment, Dr. Ramon 90 minutes. The electrical waves
Greenberg, of the Veterans Adof the brain become as active
ministration Hospital in Boston, as when the sleeper is fully awaThe "rest cure" for TB went showed a gruesome film an an ke. These periods—called REM
autopsy to two group of subjec- sleep because of the rapid eye
out with the pill age.
Today treatment for TB focus- ts. Then he measured the emot- movements that take place—last
es on isoaiazid and the other ional tension caused by the view- for 20 to 30 minutes at a strpills that fight TB germs. But ing. He allowed one group to etch. They are now considered
rest, especially deep sleep, has get a goodnight's sleep that night. so important that ads for sleepbenefits for everyone, whether But he awakened the second group ing pills in medical magazines
sick or well. Benefits unsuspect- each time their brain waves in- tell physicians how much REM
dicated they were about to dream. sleep the pills will produce.
ed until very recently.
The next day all subjects were
Research into sleep and dreaRest alone does not cure TB.
ms has turned up some surpris- shown the film again. The first But deep sleep and dreams are
ing evidence. Some of it sugges- group, who had been allowed to part of a healthy living.
ts that a special kind of emotion- dream, were much calmer the
al learning takes place during second time. But the other dreREAD THE CLASSIFIEDS
dreams. Dreams — in some way am-deprived group showed just

Pills Fight
TB Germs

A 1926 graduate of Heath High
School, Smith holds a bachelor's
degree from Murray State and
a master's degree from the University of Kentucky.
He taught in Carlisle County
and in Obion County, Tenn., and
was a teacher of mathematics
and history and baseball coach
at Heath before leaving the profession temporarily in 1939.
Smith worked seven years
with the Agricultural Adjustment Administration and the
Kentucky Ordnance Works before he became assistant schools
superintendent in 1947.

in Resource Development, were
among those attending tonight's
meeting.
Coots pointed out that the development district is designed to
provide a channel through which
a multi-county group can cooperate and co-ordinate activities in overall development programs.
The district has been funded,
with an administrative grant of
$39,000 from the ECD. Local
funds from cities and counties
interviews beginning shortly.
account for one-fourth of the
William G. Glasscock, of the
operational funds coming from
Hopkinsville Economic Developseven of the eight Purchase
counties. Fulton County is not a
fully participating county.
The district board is composed
of 30 members — including the
Farmers in Calloway who will
county judge from each county, soon be planting their 1970
a mayor from each county, and wheat crop should consider
-thirteen citizen members broad.. Anrefally the diversion features
f the 1970 wheat program bethem out or because the plans fore they plant, according to
did not interest them. With the 011ie C. Hall, Chairman of the
emphasis on the patients rather Calloway Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Com"Life for 105 people is quite than the activity, patients were
Allttee.
simple: it all revolves around a per
0iiiticiPate as theY "Producers should take
bed, a chair, a table and the chose and activity—dancing,play- good look at one of the
pvo—
drug room They spend their ing ball, and work with rhythm gram's key features — the prowaking hours sitting , pacing the instruments — was kept in small vision that allows them to dlfloor, or lying on the floor. Only groups.
vert up to 50 percent of their
food and cigarettes have any
wheat allotment to a conserv-The climax of the first semes- ing use and still earn diversion
meaning for them. Some have
not been outside the hospital ter's work was a Christmas par- payments," the Chairman emty. A senior women's dorm and phasized.
in years."
the Home Economics Club baked
This provision, which proA year ago 50 Berea College over seventy dozen cookies, and vides for a diversion payment
students answered this call for Alpha Sigma Chi collected and based on 50 percent of the
volunteers to work in recreat- wrapped cosmetics from alithe county loan rate times t h e
ion at Eastern State Hospital dorms. Berea's Pearson Trio farm's projected yield, is aimed
at avoiding production of 80 ,
in Lexington. Transportation li- sang.
"All of our regressed, brain- to 90 million bushels of unneed
mited participants to 20 students
who worked through the school damaged women smeared on the- ed wheat.
In view of mounting whee
year. As classes reconvene,Ber- ir lipstick and the hall was asphyea volunteers are now planning xiating with the smell of per- surpluses in the world's major
their second year of service to fume. One patient who had nev- exporting nations because of
er spoken to me asked me to large wheat crops in recent
the hospital.
The volunteer corps was init- open a cosmetics bottle for her— years, the U S cannot afford
iated by Lavada Blanton, who and I saw her smile for the fir- to continue producing excessive
graduated in June, after summer st time," Miss Blanton says. quantities of wheat, Mr. Hall
The group resumed visits to said,
work with chronic mental patien"It seems to me this extra
ts. It is sponsored by the United the hospital in February. "Secdiversion provision again, in
Christian Council, a student or- ond semester we could see the
the 1970 program, is a good
ganization under the leadership results of the groundwork laid way for our
farmers to make a
were
more
reearlier.
Patients
of The Rev, J. R. Osborne, coorcontribution to improving the
dinator of religious activities at sponsive and more a part of the wheat situation and still mainthe college. Last year a local group. Everyone enjoyed the ac- tain their income," the Chairhousewife volunteered her car tivities. Often the volunteers re- man said.
for the first semester of the gTetted leaving at 4," says MajSignup for the 1970 program
program, in addition to the coll- el Moore, volunteer services dir- will be announced later. Howector
at
Eastern
State.
ege vehicle used.
ever, detailed program informaThe year concluded in May with
The group worked on two wation is available at the Cellords with 50 women and 55 men a party on the hospital grounds.
County A.SCS Office.
There
planned
were
no
activities,
each Saturday afternoon. Patienthe
two
hours
free
for
leaving
ts were long term, many brain
damaged and extremely regress- conversation and personal intered. Few spoke plainly and some action between patients and voldid not know their names—or unteers.
One girl concluded before the ADULTS 99
care.
Initial reactions of Berea stu- Last visit that she wouldn't have NURSERY 8
dents to patients and ward con- time to work this year; but when SEPTEMBER 28, 1969
ditions were negative. No one she asked a patient to play basADMISSIONS
entertained delusions of curing ketball, he replied, "No, I just
patients. "It would be miracul- want to sit here and feel the
Mrs, Shelia Mullinax and Baby
ous if in a few short weeks we grass with my feet and feel
could undo the damage that has the wind blowing my hair." She Girl, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Glorbeen accumulating for decades! will volunteer again this year. ia Latimer and Baby Boy, Rte.
Because every Berea College 1, Murray; Miss Kathryn CunnI only want a chance to work
with these people, to get to know student is required to work on ingham, Rte. 2, Murray; Mrs.
them, to share their problems campus a minimum of ten hours Margaret Buchanan, Rte. 1, Hazin any small way I can, and to a week, it was suggested last el; T. G. Shelton, 1709 Calloway,
let them know that someone car- spring that the college pay the Murray; Master David Webb,
es," wrote one freshman when volunteers for their work this Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs. Lava.da
year. The volunteers unanimous- Phillips, 1000 Poplar, Murray;
she began the program.
Motives for working varied ly objected because their work Eugene Rogers, Rte. 1, Murray;
Mrs, Ruby Rudolph, 713 Sycafrom academic reasons to, more is its own reward.
"Sometimes in work like this more, Murray; Mrs. Clara Mcoften, those expressed by a junior: "I knew I had to comeback— one can be happy with very small Cuiston, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs.
not because I was a psychology rewards," says Osborne. "In Peggy Hoke, Rte. 2, Murray;
major and not because I might another hospital 't girl wept for Mrs. Betty Hughes, 1651 Callohelp someone, not for enjoyment joy because a catatonic patient way, Murray; Mrs. Madeline Joand not for recognition—but sim- spoke to her for the first time nes, Hazel; Gussie Adams, 907
ply because someone needed after weeks of patient work with Sycamore, Murray; Mrs. Onnie
him day after day. The patient Overloey, Rte. 3, Benton; Mrs.
me."
Most volunteers were initially had asked her,'Why the hell don't Opal Moody, Rte. 5, Murray;
surprised by what they found. "1 you leave me alone?' Our volun- Mrs. Connie Hardin, 200 No.
had always pictured, for some teers have indeed been reward- 2nd St., Murray, William Garland, 319 So. 13th St., Murray,
reason I can't really explain, ed."
*
*
mental patients as being comDISMISSALS
pletely unconscious or extreme- Shrimps for the boys
SAN CARIMS, Tex.(UPI) -ly violent," wrote one volunteer.
Another wrote, "The patients "thanks to a government contract
Mrs. Sharon Hutchens and
seemed to en for help just by awarded to a San Carlos produce Baby Girl, 11 Orchard Hgts.,
the way they looked at us. Some firm. American GIs all over the Murray; Mrs. Myra Munday, 300
of them came up -to talk with world are getting Texas Gulf No. 8th St., Murray, Mrs. Ethel
us. One lady asked, 'Don't you shrimps in mess halls and field Mitchuson, Rte. 1, Hardin; Williwant to meet me? Aren't you kitchens.
am Hill, Rte. 4, Murray, Joseph
glad to meet me?" Another girl
The $2.2 million contract Devers, Box 1289 Hart Hall MSti,
was asked to admire a patient's called for the freeze drying of Murray; Miss Kathryn Cunningsuspenders.
1/7 million pounds of shrimp ham, Rte. 2, Murray, Guy H.
The work was both rewarding for the U.S.- Defense Supply Simmons, 204 So. 3rd St., Murand frustrating as volunteers and Agency. The shrimp are drawn ray, Bernard L. Rowland, Rte.
patients learned to respond to from the Gulf of Mexico by 1, Almo, Mrs. Nellie U. Ward,
each other. Some plans failed about 500 trawlers operating out 112 So. 10th St., Murray; Mrs.
be-ouse patients could not carry of Port Isabel and Brownsville. Grace, Abut, Rte. 1, Dexter.
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FOLIAGE PLANTS
Brighten your home for the Winter
with our large assortment of beautiful Foliage Plants growing in our
greenhouses.
AU

- Many Are Rare Plants
Come In and feel free to browse around.
You'll be amazed at the selection.

1967 CHEV
power glic
One own4
Phone 753-

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER

1965 VOLK
tioned, AM.
age, like ne
5331.

500 N. 4th Street

1968 BUICk
sedan with
air. Vinyl r
bark, two d
and double
in the floc
Gulf Stator
Main.

1965 BU1Ce
sedan. Lana
inally. 1961
four door h
air and dout
vinyl roof.
Gulf Station
Main.

ATTER

Sliced Bacon

Grower Urged
To Study'70
Wheat Plan

Lb

1 4 PORI, LOIN'

Pork Chops

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
FRESH

SLICED
Lb

Beef Liver

69C
69t
58C

BEEF

9

Rib Steak

WHOLE

MEXICORN
SHOE PEG WHITE CORN
NIBLETS CORN 12 OZ. CANS
SWEET PEAS 17 Oz.
16 Oz GREEN BEANS

3 LB. PKG. OR MORE

Ground Beef

Lb 69C

1966 CHEV.
door lurch,
power steer
New Yorker
with factor
power with
Cain and 'T
Corner of 6

1967 CHRYS
hardtop wit
power. Goad
roof. 1966 C
gon. Autom
Mg and V-E
Taylor Gulf
6th and Mn

_1965 MUST.
transmission
753-2434.

REPOW+F-CS
Galaxie tw
_Good oondit
be seen at 24
Murray,- Mc
--

SPARE RIBS

1955
CHE'
Good conditi
Phone 753-5
6477 nights.

SMALL
LEAN
MEATY

BANANAS

196.5 CHEV
speed, 396.

arEl

1951
truck, engin
speed trans
8577 or 430

NUTLEY

Margarine
L TANA FROL EN

Ketchup
Saltines

Ea
Ea

‘T X Et“

1969 OPEL
miles, like nt

A

i Lb

$10

B>nef

I

REAL EST

RED OR GOLDEN

10 69C

Delicious Apples

For

LILT SPECIAL

CREST

TOOTHPASTE

- PERMANENT

PRICES EFFECTIVE
THROUGH SAT OCT 4

Tampons

TIDE

4c c,.

WHITE CLOUD

Box

BATHROOM

DAWN MUSHROOM

DETERGENT

Sauce

TISSUE

CLIFF HOUSE LUNCH

Meat2

5 LB 4 OZ.
BOX

CAMPBELL',
TOMATO

WORTH

COUPON
WORTH

40t

2

WHITE CLOUD

TIDE

RATHROONI

liii
THIS

DETERGENT

COUPON

DAYTIME.

S LB.4 OZ. BOX

30'S

REDEEMABLE ONLY AT A & P FOOD STORES
COUPON EXPIRES
SAT.. OCT.4

WITHOUT COUPON
S LB. 4 OT. BOX'S i.39

•
LIMIT I COUPON PER CUSTOMER

DAYTIME

15'S

TISSUE

2 ROLL
PKGS.

FREE COUPON

1 COMPLEXION BAR OF

SaThijuard

Free
(WITH THIS COUPON)

ADDITIONAL BARS 2/331
OFFER T.XPIRES_SAT. OCT. 11. 1969
Limit OK FREE COMPLEMONIAP PER WARY
G000 ONLY AT_ A & P FOOD STORES
NORMAL
PF TAIL PRICE 114 PER COMPLEXION SAP
r USE THIS COUPON

COUPON EXPIRES

WITHOUT COUPON

SAT., OCT. 4

2 ROLL PKG.314

LIMIT ONE I COUPON PER CUSTOMER

JANE PARKER

49c

AVON CAL
the first to
Christmas lin
into money.
write Mrs. 1
Mr.,
*Road,
96543

WITH THIS COUPON

OVERNIGHT

PUMPKIN
PIE

20 ACRES od
miles east
$200.00 per
Route One, I
4418.

REDEEMABLE ONLY AT AL P FOOD STORES

12'S

NSSM

FOR SALE
ern house a
cated on his
753-7456 afte

FEMALE I

WITH COUPON BELOW
COUPON

BY OWNER
three bedroc
kitchen and
two baths, c
conditioning
pan applianc

THREE-BED
trai heat and
in appliance
trict, transfi
7534516.

EA. $129

Hospital Report

BY OWNER
rama; threo
baths, separa
place, central
washer and
en. Oarpeted,
Many other
sell. Phone 7
p. m.

FOLGER'S
INSTANT

to oz
JAR

COFFEE CRYSTALS
REDEEMABLE ONLY AT ALP FOOD SYORES
COUPON EXPIRES
SAT., OCT. 4

WITHOUT COUPON
10 OZ. MR11.40

LIMIT I COUPON PER CUSTOMER
( ASH VALUE 1(20 OF I CENT

LOST: Small
on North 12
Please call '

i3ER 1 1909
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ONE CAst, ti rt. grain drill with
clover and grass seed attacifo
mere. Price, $200.00. See Jim
Stabler or Dan Shipley. 0-3-P

nter
kutiour

ADMIRAL Console black and
white TV. Good condition,
speakers on both sides. Call
C. R. Butterworth 435-4443.
0-3-P

69C

1968 BUICK laSabre four door
sedan with power and factory
air. Vinyl roof. 1966 Buick Skylark, two door with factory air
and double power alai console
in the floor. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
0-3-C
Main.
1965 BUICK LaSabre four door
sedan. Local oar, good mechanically. 1968 Pontiac Catalina
four door hardtop with factory
air and double power with black
vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Elan.
0-3-C
1966 CHEVROLET Impala two
door hardtop, automatic and
power steering. 1967 Chrysler
New Yorker four door hardtop
with factory air and double
power with black vinyl roof.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 6th and Main. 0-3-C

TIRES

SAF-T-BILT

Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design

1967 CHRYSLER 300 four door
hardtop with factory air and
power. Gold with black vinyl
roof. 1966 Chevy U station wagon. Automatic, power steering and V-8 motor. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main.
0-3-C

Sited:4;7/47gli),;',

1965 MUSTAlgt, 223 automatic
transmission. Extra clean. Call
753-2434.
0-2-C

NN

N

REPOSSFSSION. 1966
Wird
Galaxie two door hardtop.
Good condition. Make bid. Cern
be seen at 204 South 4th Street,
Murray; Monday- through Pri'V
day.
CHEVROLET
1955
pick-up.
Good condition. Priced to sell.
Phone 753-5892 days or 7536477 nights.
S-30-C
1965 CHEVROLET Impala, 4
speed, 396. Call 024159. 0-1-C

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION

1969 OPEL Cadette Rally, 5000
miles, like new. Phone 753-6565.

BY OWNER: New brick house;
three bedrooms and study with
kitchen and den combination,
two baths, central heat and airconditioning and built in Tappan appliances. Phone 753-4763.
0-3-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick, central heat and air, carpeted, builtin appliances. In city school district, transferable loan. Phone
7534516.
ITC

Phone 753-5862

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
BY OWNER: House in Circacame; three bedrooms, two WILL CONTRACT new houses.
baths, separate den with fire- General repair work and addiplace, central heat and air, dish- tions. Phone 753-3366.
Oct.-10-C
washer and all extras in kitchen. Carpeted, carport and patio. PROFESSIONAL re
olden tMany other extras. Priced to ial painting.
Brush, roll, 'prey.
sell. Phone 753-7344 after 3.00 References.
Free
estimates.
p. m.
04-P Phone 753-3486.
Oct 214

No Jobs to Smelt or Largo
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Confect:

A. Z. FARI.EY
Phone 753-5502
SeHreen 5:00 a. in. and
500 o. ea

NEW VACANCY: single or do*
hie rooms for boys, refrigerat
or. One block from campus.
Private parking. Phone 7511
6243.
0-14
MODERN furnished apartment,
one bedroom, one-half block
from campus. See at 1608 College Farm Road. Phone 75$
5553 or 762-2757.
0-2-P
THREE-ROOM furnished apartment adjoining campus. Immediate possession. No children or
pets. Couple preferred. For information call 753-3264. 0-2-C
TWO-BEDROOM mobile home.
Couple or boys. Apply in perms
'
. only. See Brandon Dill at
Dill Trailer Court after 4:00
p. rn. Located at Murray Drivein entrance.
TFC

WILL DO baby sitting in your TWO-BEDROOM, air conditionhome. Full time. Contact 762- ed trailer. Couples preferred.
20 ACRES of land located four 4475.
0-2-P Located at Walctrops Trailer
miles east of Almo Heights
Court Call 753-5953.
0-2-P
$200.00 per acre. Euin Bizzell, CHAIN SAW WORK, tree service
and
bush
removal.
Art AdRoute One, Dexter, phone 753
4418.
0-7-C TWO-BEDROOM furnished a0-3-C ams, phone 753-8572.
partment. Zimmerman apartments, South 16th Street Phone
753-6609.
0-8-C
WANTED
TO
SUY
FEMALE HELP WANTED
12' x 60' ALL Electric mobile
AVON CALLING. Be among WANTED: Used TV
antenna home. Three bedrooms, Pri
the first to sell our fabulous and rotor. Phone 75,
3-1322 after baths, concrete patio, water
Christmas; line-turn were time 7:00 p. m.
0-2-C furnished. On private lot. Phone
into money. Act now. Call or
753-2353 before 8:00 a. m. or
write Mrs. Evelyn L. brown, WANTED: dog house for large after 6:00 p.
in.
0-2-C
dog.
Call
436-533.1.
Mgr. Dist. 440, Shady
0-7-C
12' x 55' TRAILER. Between
ye Road, Marion, Ky. 42064,
41rn
Murray and Hazel, furnished,
e 965-3363.
0-3-C
two bedrooms, carpeted living
SHIELA GARRISON and Deb- room. Phone 492-8439 after 3:00
bie Darnell are now employed p. in.
0-2-P
at Patty Ann's Salon, 500 MaLOST: Small black poodle. Lost
ple. They invite all their friends
EXTRA NICE private room with
on North 12th Street Reward.
to call on them. Telephone 753
kitchen privileges for boys.
Please call 753-3558
0-3-C 3191.
0-3-C Phone
753-7381 days, 753-510f
after 5:00 p.

CASH for your
Used Band Instrument!!

- NEEDED NOW
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Shopping Center
Phone 743-7575

HOW PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
DEBT ARE INCREASING

SPINET PIANO, new $470.00,
5 years to pay. Lonardo Piano
Co., your complete Music Store,
acros.,i from post office, Paris,
Tenn Baldwin 10ic_rin and Organs for church or hoate.

1968 VICEROY trailer, 12' a 45',
located at University Heights
Trailer Court. Phone 753-8291
1966 PLYMOUTH four door se- after 10:00 a. in.
Oct.4C
dan, one owner, local oar. 1966
100
PER
CENT
Llewellin and
Ford Fairlane station wagon,
V-8 automatic. Cain and Taylor English, Johnny Crocket breedGulf Station. Corner of 6th and ing, Setter puppies. Beautiful
Main.
0-3-C healthy elitely bred. Whelped
May 23 and June 1. Papers to
register. 306 South llth Street,
1964 FORD Custom four door Murray Ky., night phone 753sedan, V-8 automatic. 1963 Ford 3301.
0-2-P
Galaxie 500, V-8 automatic with
power steering. Cain and Tay NICE COPPERSKIN sweet polor Gulf Station. Corner of 8th tatoes. Please bring your conand Main.
0-3-C tainers Cooper Jones at Jones'
Mill. Phone 247-5283.
0-9-C

AUCTION SALE

* Auction Sale *
Sat. Night Oct. 4, 1949
Crossland, Ky.
1958
BEECHAM & ROBERSON
Auction Service

End of Yoar

1968

&Wm*: U.S. Department of Commerce

By CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
Chamber of Commerce of the United States

Paris, Tennessee
642-0919 or 642-1344
1TC

Credit
sleuths
weighfacts

WHEN THE ECONOMY GROWS, SO DOES DEBT-And, over the
past decade, private debt has grown faster than public debt.
Private debt has grown from $482 billion to $1,127 billion,
or 134 per cent. (The rate has been about the same for both
the corporate and noncorp9rate sectors.) Public debt, on
the other hand, has risen from $287 billion to $442 billion,
or only. 54 per cent. Within the slower growing public debt
category, state and local debt climbed more than five times
as fast as federal debt-142 per cent compared to 26. This
trend emphasizes the increasing demands for spending by
state and local governments, especially in metropolitan
areas, where urban problems abound.

1965 FALCON two door sedan, THE proven carpet cleaner Blue
6 cylinder automatic. 1962 Pont- Lustre is easy on the budget.
iac four door sedan. Good me- Restores forgotten colors. Rent
chanical condition. Sell cheap. electric shampooer $1. Big K.
story in the -St. Louis GlobeCain and Taylor Gulf Station.
0-4-C
Democrat" It was about elderCorner of 6th and Main. 0-3-C
ly persons who are lonely.
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
Melchoir saw the story and
1961 BUICK Skylark two door ONE TV ROTARY, antenna with (UPI) - Don't believe that you
knew that the big batch of lethardtop with power, V-8 auto- pole Good condition. Call 753. don't have a credit rating.
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Ninematic with factory air. Chevro 40 ft pole. Good condition. Call
Helen E. Bell, extension flights of stairs didn't stop ters this day was from persons
trying to cheer the lives of the .
let pick-up truck, $295.00. Cain 753- 8276 after 6:00 p. in. 0-1-P home management sped** at mailman Lou Mechoirlroni
„omen:.
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- BEATEN
the
Pennsylvani
a
State
livering
two
of-letters
flood
to
a
down carpet paths go
Mrs.
Maddock said.."It was
er of eith and Mahe
0-3-C when Blue Lustre
arrives. Rent University., Says a credit rating shut-ins.
the first-time -I stee-ahe-mail------comes
about
naturally as you
electnc shampooer ;1. Western
Mrs Lillian Maddock. 79, man because I can't•leave
Auto Store. Home of "The Wish- become old enough to begin and Mrs. Helen McClendon, 80, apartment. But this time DIY
he
ing Well."
who live across the hall from came all the way up to bring
0-1-C paying your own bills.
HELP WANTED
It is important, therefore, to each other, were featured in a the big bundle of mail
SPINET PIANO new $470.00, develop the habit
of keeping
WANTED AT ONCE: Salesman 5 years to pay.
Lonardo Piano money problems under control
A-smolt') Yesterday's Puzzle
for one of Murray's leading Co. Your Complete Music
Store, early in life.
men's clothing stores. Prefer- across from post
office, Paris,
Miss Bell says you do not
ence given men with retail clo- Tenn. Baldwin Pianos
OEM @DOC 01061
and Or- need to open a charge account,
ACROSS
3-Prefix: not thing experience, however, will gans for church
DOM MOM OMOU
or home. 0-1-C borrow money
4-Droopy
or buy an item
BOO OMODOMUME
give consideration to men with
1 Capuchin
5.Substance
COMEAU 00MM
monkey
&Pursues
selling experience in other lines. ONE HD-7 Allis-Chalmers Do- "on credit" to establish a credit
4,Pronter's
7-Railroad (abbr )
RV moo nano
Good starting salary. Many zer. Garwood lift, full diesel rating.
measure
8-Hebrew month
umg moo OMMUN
Company benefits. Write P. 0. start. Call 753-8868 during day
9-Earn
A good self-evaluation for 6-Picture holder
VO MOO MEM nu
to
10-Before
Box 305, Mayfield, Ky. for ap- or 753-3470 at night. S-30-NC your credit rating is whether you 11-Refer
13-Commands
MUDD 0017 rll
12-Above
continent
pointment. Give age, experience
14-Steamship
pay your bills on time or let 15,A
mmom moo nm
(abbr)
(abbr )
and references.
0-1-C PIE SAFE, dinette set, twin them slip by sometimes.
mom DOWD
16-Part of Hower
174s al
beds, living room 'suite, chest
00300E100D M30
20-Employ
Several things help to larar Sod
19-Andean antelope 24-Direction
0000 MOOD OgIW
of drawers, buffets, tables, baby establish a good credit rating.
21-Post
25-Intellect
MORN 000q
UU
things, bassinett, bed, bottles,
Promptness in paying bills 22-A state(abbr ) 27-1-feroine of
23-Bird
"Lohengrin
training chair, musical horses. and being a constantly
employed 26-Spread for
46 Crown
28 Profound
57-Knock
portable TV, piano, and antidrying
48 Enthusiasm
29.Develop
family are important, Miss Bell
59-College
29-Merriment
ques. Dickerson's, three miles
30-Be defeated
49 Walks unsteadily
degree
notee Changing jobs frequently 31 Propel oneself 32-Man's name
north of Murray on 641. 75351-One opposed
(able)
through water
could
lead
to
a shaky rating. 33 French article 36-Pronoun
54 Attitude
62 Printer's
0-2-C Steady employment
37-Ingredient
measure
Opening in Murray 3218.
55-Emmets
with a 34-Artificial
42-So
be
it'
language
64 Teutonic
56-Part of
GARAGE SALE beginning Wed- reliable firm makes one's credit
35.Pronoun
44 Worm
"lobe"
deity
for Assistant Man- nesday, October 1, until all rating look better.
38-Music
as written
ager of retail store. sold. Location 1407 Johnson Investments also help a credit 39-Compass
point
Blvd., Murray, Ky. Consisting rating. However, young newly 40-Bone
mostly of antiques such as: married couples may have had 4I-Tissue
43-Harvest
Excellent opportunity for round oak dining tables,
dining little time to make investments 45 Damp
advancement.
chairs, china cabinet with round and thus may have more 47-Comments
Please apply in Person to
50-Suffur occurring
glass, marble top walnut wash difficulty in obtaining credit.
in names of
stand, oak wash stands, walnut
What a person owns as
diseases
bed,
walnut
cradle,
Tiffany
type
Sherwin Williams Co.
52 Simple
collateral is also important.
table lamp, walnut fainting
Resort
If you own a car, this could 53
56 Island off
107 North Fifth
couch, several old clocks, one
collateral.
Ireland
Also need temporary help china clock, oak secretary desk, be
Miss Bell also says that your 58-Finished
for afternoons.
small walnut table and others.
60.Preposit ion
Some iron and glassware. 0-1-C own house, real estate and 61•Weasel.iike
stocks or bonds might be termed
mammal
63-Most ancient
34 HP BOAT MOTOR, brand collateral.
65-Coloring
new, perfect condition. Also
substance
66-Rupees (abb.)
1969 Kawasaki motorcycle, 350
67 Things. in law
WANTED: Waitress, full time. cc. 2100 actual miles. Real good
With a few exceptions, most
Apply in person. Maple Leaf condition. Both items reasonably
Texas drivers .are pictured in
priced.
Phone
753-4482
Restaurant.
after
0-3-C
1-Warbled
color on their licenses.
4:00 p. in.
2-Wolfhound
0-1-C
Distr. by United nature Syndicate, we. /

Climbing Stairs
Lifted Spirits -

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

check on the price of these tires!

Corner of Sixth 8 Main

1961 BUICK Invicta four door
sedan with factory air and double power. Locally owned car.
1964 Chrysler Newport four
door sedan. Real good mechanically. Locally owned. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main.
0-3-C

Billions
$1600

ITVOr' ROOF EASY-Apply Hy
Das Fibrated Asphalt Alumi- AKC REGISTERED miniature
num Let us show you how easy Dachshunds, six weeks old.
to apply, bow it stops leaks and Phone 753-6078.
0-3-C
does the job for only 3 cents a
square foot. Ask about the special 20 gallon drum price. Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple St.
Oct.-3-C

1967 CAMERO 327 motor and
automatic consoie in the floor.
Gold with black vinyl roof.
1965 Olds 88 four door hardtop
with factory air, power steering
and brakes. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main.
0-3-C

ER

It's your j ECONOMY

COMPLETELY furnished home
on 'Kentucky Lake. Call 4365679 Nom 9:00 a. m. till 12:00
'noon oi 436-2479 from 7:30
p. m. till 9:00 p. m
0-3-C
NICE, CLEAN Mobile Home10' x 48', carpeted, air-conditioned, electric heat. Ideal for
couple with child. $80 per month. 753 3855.
0-3-P

Help Wanted

Abbie 'N Slats
THAT'S ALL YER 3 CHUCKLE
NEEDS!!YOU KIDS STAY HERE - -

YOU KIDS HAS BEEN NEEDIN' A
VACATION AN' I GOT T' REST UP
A BIT ALSO. SO --HOW'S ABOUT
AN ALL-EXPENSES TOUR
0' THE WHOLE BLARSTED
COUNTRY ??

I'LL BE BACK NJ A COUPLE 0'
NAINUTES!!

m Mbg U
•/1 ,m/••• yr...• bm
••• Com
•INN by Umbod Nmovr• by oMmo•

THERE ARE SO
MANY MORI
PIZZA JOINTS
THAN PORK AND
DEANERIESIT WOULD

I KNOW YOU'LL.TAKE
THIS LIKE THE FINE
AMERICAN YOU ARE,
FATBACKIT
ISN
'
T?

VOUR
HIART!!

,..11111.011

THE LEDGER

PAOZ EUXTEEN

He May Be 71 But Fredric Marches On!
By ARIA ARCHNO
Ceara! Press Association
Corre.spondext
HOLLYWOOD — I was the
most surprised guy in town
when MGM announced that
Fredric March would star in
"tick, tick, tick" with Jim
Brown and George Kennedy. It
was the first script he had accepted in over four years.
When he arrived in town. I
called him at his suite at the
Beverly Hilton hotel and asked
was working.
howcum
he
Everyone in Hollywood thought
he had retired.
Not quite," he laughed. -And
it burns me up to think that
some people look at me like a
museum piece."
March, at 71, suffered an illness during his Hollywood visit
last year, and had to pull out of
a television show he was doing.
But he recovered completely,
"And," he quickly added, "I
never said, like Jimmy Cagney,
that I'm finished. Although
even my wife has been kidding
me about becoming 'unretired'."
(March's wife is Florence Eldridge, his frequent co-star,
whom he married in 1929
"She compares actors to race
horses. We may be out to pasture. But our blood quickens
when we hear the bell."
• s •
THE BELL, in this case, was
a screenplay by James Lee Barrett, who admits he -went out
and got drunk" when March
agreed to do the picture. Barrett served as co-producer of
the drama with director Ralph
Nelson ("Lilies of The Field").
Of the steady stream of scripts
arriving at the actor's New MilFarm,
ford, Conn., Firefly
March singled out "tick" because of its "honest examination of a very contemporary
problem." (The man has been
elected sheriff over the popular,
long-time
office-holder.
Jim

the year said she was retiring
from the stage, just before
filming her last film, "Airport."
Miss
happened?
So, what
Hayes agreed to return to the
stage with Jimmy Stewart in a
revival of "Harvey."
Studios never had an ego
problem with March because
he never took himself seriously
as a star. Yet he appeared opposite every great movie queen
from Clara Bow through Garbo,
Joan Crawford and Kim Novak.
And he won Oscars for "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" and
"Best Years of Our Lives," the
first in 1932, the latter in 1948.
• • •
MARCH started his career
'way back in 1929 as a stage
extra in Baltimore. His films
are now considered classics —
Including "A n r a Karenina,"
"The Barretts of Wimpole
Street," "Inherit The Wind,"
"Death Of A Salesman," "A
Star Is Born" and "Anthony
Adverse," to name a few. "tick
(31" is his 69th film.
everyone
wondered
While
whether he had retired, March
continued to amaze everyone on
Fredric March today.
the set of this film; he breezed
Kennedy
George
Brown and
through his scenes in half the
play the respective roles),
scheduled time.
Following this film, he was
George Kennedy, himself an
paged to star in "Kotch" which Oscar winner ("Cool Hand
will be Jack Lenunon's entry Luke" in 1987), said working
into the field of feature film di- with March was "the most exrecting. So, March is obviously citing, demanding and intense
anxious to be back in the act- experience" of his career. He
ing saddle again.
also found March more aware
However, March admits that of
America's
contemporary'
he does not miss Hollywood. problems than any actor he
The Marches never were in the knows.
"with it" crowd during the
Contemporary is the word for
early days. Similarly, he ad- Florence and Fredric March.
mits they don't pine for the This 71-years-young actor and
Broadway stage where they his wife recently went on an
last starred in "A Long Day's Africa safari. And when I last
Journey Into Night" to their checked him, he was checking
usual great acclaim.
travel, folders—trying to find
"Going on stage night after a place where they haven't visnight becomes a bore," he ad- ited — or performed. Fredric
mitted. (Helen Hayes, earlier in marches on!

&

Meta Authorized
To Sell Tickets
To World Series

(Continued From Page Ono)
per cent of the total working
NEW YORK (UPI)- The New population of the country.
Headaches Transferred
York Mitts received authoriaTte day-to-day headache of
tion Tuesday to accept World
problems, governmest
Series mail order tickets for labor
said,
wil Mow be transsources
the games to be played in New
to
York Oct. 14, 15 and 16, should ferred from the government
corporation. For inthe Mets win the National the new
stance, it will have to negotLeague pennant.
with six different labor
Box seat tickets, at $15 each, iate
each with five figure
and reserved seats, at $10 each, unions
memberships
will be sold only in three-game
approved
the
Parliament
strips. Ticket orders must be change because it said there
postmarked on or after mid- was a growing feeling the post
night Wednesday to be consi- office needed a new look.
dered. Only certified checks, The new British Postal Cormoney orders or cashier's poration began life better off
checks will be accepted, and than I could have in many
should be made out to the New countries in that it is financialYork Mets. Orders must be ly in the black.
limited to two seats.
The real profit-making part
General admission tickets, at of the Post Office Department
$8 each, and limited to two has been its telecommunicatickets per customer, will go on tions department, which consale at Shea, on an individual trols teletypes, cables and other
game basis, at 8 a.m. Oct. 9, type networks. The mail serfirst come, first served. Stand- vice, as in the United States,
ing room tickets, at $6 each, is a money loser.
will be sold at the stadium
NEW YORK (UPI) after all general admission
Botulism is a serious illness
tickets are sold.
Each mail order must include usually resulting from eating
an additional dollar to cover home canned foods that are not
handling
costs. processed safely. But the toxin is
and
mail
Applications should be ad- not heat stable, experts say, so
dressed to "World Series, P,O. that boiling the food for 15 to
Box 1969, Flushing, N.Y.11352." 20 minutes will make it safe.
Each New York World Series
game would start at 1 p.m.

Today's
Stock Market

NEW YORK UPI - Stocks opened mixed today in moderate turnover.
Technical factors could help
pull the market -ost-of-it five'Oily Riser SlOwett- day tailspin. However, some anWASHINGTON UPI - Oil seep- alysts believe stock averages
age in California's Santa Barbara may be heading for another test
(Continued Preen Page Opel
Channel has been reduced to of late July lows before changpresents itself. That's weny-lieli -1*00t 10 barrels a day, according ing direction.
planted a Yucca Lily right there to the Interior Department. This
Shortly after the opening, the
in front of the window so we compares with a seepage of more UPI marketwide, indicator showcould look at it when it blooms. than 500 barrels a day immedia- ed a gain of 0.09 per cent on
tely after an undersea well blew 380 issues crossing the tape.
Incidentally there is a little out in January. Interior Secre- There were 103 declines and 101
moth that pollinates the Yucca. tary Walter J. Hicket said "we advances.
If the moth does not do its job, shall continue to do all that is
American Telephone held unno flowers.
necessary to reduce the present changed at 50%, Schlumberger
seepage below the natural level gained 1 to 943/4. Polaroid eased
existing at his location prior to % to 128%, big AddressographWe spied a large moth at the the blowout."
Multigraph climbed /
3
4 to 79.Prda
back door the other day that
cter & Gamble fell 1/
1
2to 96.
was different from any we have
* * *
In the motors, Ford dipped 1/8
seen before. It was real snazzy
NEW YORK (UPI) --Knives to 43, with Chrysler down 14ito
with wings shaped like one of
1
2and General Motors off I/8
have
been man's eating tools 37/
these new jet planes. All wings
taper toward the end, but in since early times, but the fork is to 73¼.
the case of this moth the wings a comparative newcomer, Eastman Kodak gained SAW
Du Pant
were also shaped pretty fancy arriving around the 16th 73% in the chemicals,
steady
at
U5,
was
at the broad part too.
century.
1
2in the elSmall forks were made in the RCA eased 1/2 t0 41/
Our Mystery Snails formed an late Middle Ages but they did ectronics. Sperry Rand gave up
1
4
3
4 IBM picked up /
egg caw but they failed to at- not appear to have been used for to 43/
1
2.
tach it above the water line eating meat, reports the to 345%, Honeywell 11,2 to 135/
1
2to
of the tank. The egg case is Complete Encyclopedia of In the oils, Mobil rose /
1
2 Atlanlying on the bottom of the tank Antiques. Folding forks 545/s, Texaco 1/8 to 30/
so we probably will not have frequently were made in tic Richfield 1114 to 101%,I Cities
Service /
1
2to 49/
1
2, and Pennssoil
any small snails.
conjunction with spoons. The
to 32/
1
2.
use of forks for meat seems to
U. S. Steel added 1/8 to 37.
have originated in Italy in the
Now the two arch enemies of 16th century and to have spread Boeing and Penn Central lost
1
2and 36%, resptoday, ionlinesi and boredom. through the rest of Europe in k apiece to 31/
ectively.
the course of the next 100 years
People figlit these two pressures Four pronged forks such as we
in many mariners, usually to use today have been standard
their awn detrianent.
since about 1750.

i
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Please Send In Your Check to

MERCHANTS' CREDIT ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 324

FIRST CUT

,CHUCK ROAST
SWISS STEAK

WIENERS

49,

lb.

rameanazo----:

HAM,

TWO-TON ENEMY ARMS
CACHE NW OF SAIGON
YIELDS 75 LONG-RANGE
ROCKETS, 100 GRENADES
25 ANTI-TAM MINIS,
SIX SICYCLES—ALL 24
DEFENDERS KILLED

3 89e
callator

- KEEBLER'S -

PECAN §ANDIES
COCONUT CHOC. DROP CHEESE
COOKIES
SANKA _
2 890

lb.

lb:

COPIERS FIRE ON
CIVILIANS, SOUTH
GULF—, VIET
IN
OF -- THIS SOLDIERS
AREA KILL
VINH- TONKIN:
14—SECOND SUCH
MISCUE IN WEEK
DONG
HOI
AU. 14 CIVILIANS
ASOARD KILLED AS
SUS HITS FOE MINi
NEAR DUC PHO 4
DUC PHO

43c

WITH BEANS

45°

8 oz cup

NEW FREEZE-DRIED

NEW

SORGHUM ._ — _

PkOs

1.79

Wilderness

esm 250 Cherry Pie Filling,— - - 390

English Mt.

Green Beans

JIFFY

Ails

Pie Crust
2 290 mix 150

Hart's Whole Kernel

4-oz box

303
cans

Corn

490pkg.

Flavor-Kist Caramel Nut Cinnamon

— TALL BOY

Vegetable or Tomato Soup , Sugar Cookies
2 Inar 450
Produce

35°

COCONUTS
TURNIPS ,
lOra

Delited
Yr Apple-Grape

soy Apple-Blackberry
1.0. Apple-Strawberry

59

JELLY

3

Glassesls

SWEET
POTATOES
2 lbs. 23'

,

Jonathan

oodiy

Aprils

3-lb. bag

RAPES --- 19%
19
TOMATOES

lb

DUNCAN HINES

CAKE MIXES

PANCAKE FLOUR
both only5W -

White - Yellow - Devil Food

•

-

3boxes $100

WISK
,./2 Gal. - Reg. Price $1.51

OUI NHON
/El U
NHA PRANG
AM RANH

CCNG LOSE 65
MEN IN THREE
TRIES TO FORD
SAIGON RIVER
NW OF CITY

99c

only $1.39

New Pack Fruits
NOW IN

, Rog. Price 370

only 290

The First I
ference of th
gress of Pare,
will be held 1
at Central E/
8th and Tenn
There will
once Board of
ing at 9:30. Re
gin at 9:30 wi
der by the p
M. Fuller of 1
the devotion :
Mrs. Perry Sm
will be given b
Central Schoo
the response
Perry Nozsi,vo]
Mrs. George
State PTA Pre
ford, will at)
ence and will
Concerns. Mrs.
worked in all
on the local
served 2 ten
and vice pre,
many differen
On the clistrx
chairman of
projects and
President.
On the state
coming preside
tary of the I
Group and f:
vice president.
vice president
man's Club. 1-1
dairy farmer
they have two
The program
once will be t
State project t
years
"Child
Health."
Speaker for
Mrs. Frances S
Mental Health.
vices, Division
Youth Central
ional Mental E
tardation Boa
received her El
State College, t
years at Wests
in Jefferson i
her M.A. Edi
University of(
stitutional sodi4
Village for tho
Child Welfare
Director, OM
Services Depar
Health at Fri
topic for the ,
"Where Is Ti
Heard".
Also on the
Mrs. Jane Ha
Educational Ma
the Ky. Deparl
Health. Mrs. H
consists of twei
Radio Continu
Director of e

Chili
or
•0
Tamales
3Tr $1.

PIMENTO

PurchaseWit
of
2-LBS AUNT JEMIMA

SIX-TON FOE RICE
CACHE CAPTURED
WITHOUT A HOW
IN THIS AREA

MUT
VIETNAM

Center Slices

MIX or -MATCH 'EM

AN HOA

DIVIS
VIET CONG AND
NORTH VIETNAM
FORCES REPORTED
MOVING TOWARD
CAMSODIA BORDER
FROM SAIGON AREA

39c4

12-oz. pkg.

C

14-oz.

Distric
Confer
Is Toni

REELFOOT ALL-MEAT

PANCAKE SYRUP
HAIPHONG

Several per
ed, entered pl
fined in the(
Judge Willian
during the pi
show the foll
R. L. Beasle
duct, fined $
S. C. Berry,
toxicated, am
driving, fine
34.50.
J. M. Brow:
ness, fined $
A. S. Will
garding stop
costs $4.50.
B. J. Janes,
toxicated, fin
$4.50, no oper

HEAR NO EVIL—Two new arrivals at the Safari Park Zoo in Windsor, England, wear earmuffs to shield them from the roar of jet planes. The first time jets flew over, the two
natives of Thailand stampedecl and there was one heck of a job rounding them up again.

FREE! 51/2-oz. Aunt Jemima

NANNIN(.,

Murray, Kentucky
As Soon As Possible

Sever
In Cii

ROUNDUP

.
. •••1

MERCHANTS

United Pi

SWANNS MARKET'

Double duty
CHICAGO (UPI) - Accent
pieces that "do things" are a
part of the new scene in home
furnishings. Ottomans come
with latex foam cushioning and
a built-in storage area. An "add a
hassock" is designed for armless
dr one-arm style sofas.

V etnam

Fellow wants to know vAly docRug-ed walls
CHICAGO (UPI) - tor's prescrons are so dif"Wallscaping" with carpet is a ficult In reed when their bills
comes through loud and deer.
new trend in home decor.
One manufacturer is making a
tufted wall covering of Where were you born?"
flame-resistant modacrylic fibers "In a hospital".
backed with latex. It has been "No kidding. What was the matengineered for acoustics and ter with Ne?"
comes in five foot widths to be
applied with adhesive. Carpet on "My father can beat up your
walls also provides a good father" one kid says to the
backdrop for pictures or can other. "So what", says the other,
"so can my mother".
serve as a tack board.

s

FRESH

*5*

The answer, we believe, is to
NOW YOU KNOW
do something, don't just sit
there. Do something or help
somebody, anything to get your by United Press International
The United States Secret
mind off of summit and your
Service not only protects the
own problems.
incumbent president but it is
also authorized to extend its
Helping someone eise to solve protection to a former presitheir probleass, and tribulations dent for his lifetime and to his
will take your mind off of your widow and minor children.
awn. By giving heap, you get
help.

'The
Sour°
In Mx
Callow

England

SEPil HEARD ...

My apologies to Robert Young
for leaving him from the list of
elected officials from New Concord, that is but one of the many
mistakes I will make. No one
family contributed more to the
growth and well - being of this
little community, than the Young
family.
Dee, Bruce, Bob, Errette, George and Bernice Grogan were
a close-knit group of brothers,
reared fine families and always
seemed to enjoy life. They had a
picnic for them to all just get
together. People, even families,
don't get together like they used
to. We're in too big a rush-in front, behind, or trying to pass, is
today's pace.
Don't overlook the value of
the new Land Between the Lakes
Wild Life Refuge, push it. The
one at Paducah has drawn national fame under the superb management of J. D. Bo. s. Had a
real pretty arrangement of flowers from the Wildlife Field Association, while in the hospital,
thanks boys.
Twenty-flve years ago 80 percent of Calloway County men
were farmers, but that trend
has changed until today almost
80 percent holds some public
job, may farm a little on the
side. That little probably produces just as much as they did
full-time back then. Butchering
meat on the farm is a thing of
the past. Can't even get enough
good country "cracklins" for
cracklin cornbread, and I love
that "stuff".

WEDNESDAY - OCTOBER 1. lata

TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Pitted Dates - Pitted Prunes
Seeded Muscat Raisins
Peaches - Golden Raisins
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